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ter, saying that he was under pledge
not to do so.
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Santa Fe, N. M., March 2. The territorial supreme court handed
down today thirteen opinions, among them the following:
Thomas S. Hubbell, sheriff, relator, vs. Ira A. Abbott, Judge of
the Second judicial court; writ of prohibition dissolved.
F. A. Hubbell, appellant, vs. J. R. Armljo, Injunc Hon; Eslavlo
Vigil, appellant, vs. A. B. Stroup, injunction;
Territory of New
Mexico, ex rel, Thomas S. Hubbell, appellant, vst W. E. Dame, clerk
of the district court, mandamus, and Thomas S. Hubbell, appellant,
vs. Perfecto Armijo, Injunction. The Judgments of the lower court
in the above cases were affirmed.
The case of vhe board of county commissioners of Bernalillo
county, vs. F. A. Hubbell, appellant, is not yet decided. This case
Is the suit of the commissioners against the treasurer and collector of Bernalillo county, to recover the commission of 4 per cent of
the amount colleeeti from liquor and gaming licenses.
The court adjourned until June 27, next.
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Chicago
WaUlXmerly" president
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time
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STEEL CARE BECOMING
STANDARD OF EQUIPMENT.
Pittsburg, Pa., March 2. tn the
report of the Pressed Steel Car company for the year 1905, President Hof-sto- t
says that of the cars ordered by
tne railroads in the United States in
1905 almost fifty per cent were all
steel or steel under frame construction, and that this class of rolling
stock Is rapidly becoming the standard for railroad equipment.
Less
than ten years ago the company built
tne first
car used In the regular freight traffic; while at the end
of 1905 there were approximately 500,-00- 0
all steel and steel underframe
cars In use. The all steel passenger
car, having the general Indorsement
of both steam and electric lines.
should make Its way rapidly into the
puiiiic favor, works for the construction of passenger, cars separate from
the freight car shops are now almost
completed, and soon will be In actual
operation, as a number of orders have
already been booked for all
steel
steam and electric cars.
The report says that the operation
of the forge plants at Allegheny ha-Doen satisfactory, and the difficulties
heretofore experienced In procuring a
proper supply of forglngs have lieen
eliminated. - The building of a forge
plant at McKee's Rocks has been ordered, and this, when finished, will
relieve the forge situation, and operations In Jollet, 111., but to remove all
the machinery bst could be profitably
employed at Allegheny and McKee's
Rocks, 'to be used In connection with
the additions to. Increase the output
of these plants. With these additions
and Improvements the McKee's Rock
plant will have Us daily output Increased to fifty cars.

CASES DECIDED TODAY

Railway Traffic De'aycd in Wjom- - Patrick Case Goes Over Till April.
ing Sixteen Hours in
Reprieve Will be Extended
Forty Six Miles.
"For the Purpose.
-'

PRIVATE

FREIGHT

ll.2iu.UOO.

and

Kansas City. Mo., March 2. A severe blizzard raged today in the west- sas't ex,te"ding '?m
vml
City.
into Colorado Although the weather
Is not very cold, a stiong wind played
havoc with the telegraph and tele-phone wires No serious delay in
railroad traffic Is reported, however.

AND

Sioux Clly, la., March 2. The
Union passenger station here and
tho connecting terminals, passed into
the possession of the Great Northern
railroad today. Tho price paid was

Pekin, March 2. The city !s perfectly quiet and the police today apexpeared without rifles.
Officials
plain that the police were armed to
protect foreigners, although the government did not expect any further
trouble.
RUSHING PREPARATIONS
HERE AND PHILIPPINES.
Washington, D. C March 2. BeIn the
sides making preparations
Philippines to dispatch an army to
China to protect American Interests,
the Secretary of War, In accordance
with Instruction of the president, has
:iven orders for troops in the United
states to be ready at a moment's no-- i MARCH
BLIZZARDS
BANKER WALSH IS
ice for service in the far east. The
1 resident
Is hoping that these pre- -.
mtlonary steps will have, the effect
IN MIDDLE WEST
NOW UNDER ARREST
of causing the empress dowager to
adopt repressive measures immediately and thus avert an outbreak.
The president has found that while Telegraph
Telephone, Autopsy Physician Says Pug
the Chinese government ostensibly
promised to suppress the boycott. It
Wires Down in Kansas
Hist Tenny Died From
actually had taken no steps in that
direction. The foreign office at Pekin
and Colorado
the Blow.
insists that It simply agreed to Btop
the disorders which result from the
boycott., and that it is not possible to
order Chinese subjects to buy of one NEBRASKA BLIZZ4RD AWFUL MURDERED MAN IS FROZEN
merchant instead of another.
ANOTHER REASON FOR
THE CHINESE BOYCOTT.
San Francisco, Cal., March 2.
William Hancock, for the past thlrty-ti- e
years a resident of China, and a
commissioner of customs there, arrived here on the liner Hong Kong,
on his way to England. Speaking of
the situation in China, he said:
The principal cause of the present
unsettled conditian, Is the dissatisfaction in southern China over the
Indemnity paid foreign countries, resulting from the Boxec outrages,
which occurred In northern China,
and the outrageous treatment accorded a wealthy King family of China,
by the customs officer in IJoston,
when
he and his family were
en route from England 1o China, by
way of this country. King and his
ordinary
family were treated as
coolies, and the head of the family
became furious. I think he was the
real instigator of the boycott."
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, March 2. Th
statehood bill was again temporarily
laid aside today to give the right of
way to the bill for settling the affairs of the five civilized tribes of Indians in the Indian Territory.
Koraker claims to have forty-eigh- t
for hia amendment, which leaves but
forty In Its support.
Delegate Andrews presented a petition from the Santa Fe board of
trade far the preservation of the
Pajarito cliff dwellings as a national
park. The petition was referred to
the committee on public lands.
Andrews also reported a petition
from the black citizens of Silver City,
In favor of the gambling bill for the

territories.

Fifty "Sunshine
Territory" books
have arrived for distribution among
the senators. They were aent for
that purpose by the Immigration bureau of New Mexico.
SHARP DEBATE OVER
LA FOLLETTE'S BILL.
Washington, D. C, March 2. The
senate began Its session today by
agreeing to the conference report on
the Joint resolution extending the time
of tribal government for the civilised
Indian tribes In the Indian Territory.
The settlement of the affairs of the
five civilized tribes was then laid before the senate. La Follette's amend
ment 'prohibiting the sale of coal
lands In the Indian Territory to railroad companies, pending the question.
La Follette continued his speech la
support of tho proposition. He said
that senators had said to him that his
amendment went too far, but la meeting that contention, lie would say that
legislation to bo effective, miiBt be
positive. To attempt td do less thaa
Is proposed by his amendment,-- ! la
to give husks instead of kernels to
the people who are crying for relief.
Senator Clapp, of Minnesota, said
In reply to La Follette, that the Indian committee had hesitated to accept the amendment because It dealt
with the regulation of the roads,
which Is provided for In another bill
before the senate. Senator Stone, of
Missouri, announced his concurrence
in the views of Clapp, but expressed
the opinion that there should not only
be no present sale of coal lands, but
that further leases also should be
prohibited.
Teller, of Colorado, doubted tne
right ef congress to say that railroad
stocKtiolders Bhall not become owners
of coal lands. He believed In restricting, but would proceed in an orderly
way, and ,not in u way that would create greater evils than it would eliminate.
and
Messrs. Mallroy,
Patterson
also found legal difficulties
in accepting the prohibition upon the
holders of stock in railroad companies, although professing sympathy
with tho purpose of the resolution.
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Chance for Profit Offered The EvenLet No One
ing Citizen Reader.
Fail to Benefit.
If one can only recognize the symptoms of Indigestion In the early
stages, he la then In a position to protect himself by proper attention. "He
is twice armed who la fore warned."
Now Is tho time to be benefitted.

Just as soon as you find that your
after eating, when

food can be tasted

IN TOE PEREA ADDITION
Six beautiful lots on New York Avenue
adjoining Luna Place

A
A

A

$100 Down

A

Balance $25 a Month
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So uniformly successful has
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that J. H. O'Reilly & Co. give a signed guarantee with every 60 cent box
to refund the money if It does not
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cure. The risk is all theirs.
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The American Food Products comfiled Its articles of Incorclerk.
O poration with the probate
Santa Fe New Mexican.
William T. McCrelght, Thamaa K. I).
w7 sTstrickler"
W. T. MoCREIGHT
Joseph A. Plondln, Milton
Business Manager
President
00XOX)XXXX000000MXXX)0X)00 Maddison,
M. Dutcher and W. H. Chibbrs are
The New Mexican pleads guilty to optimism In the named ns the Incorporators. The new
affairs of this territory.
Some people think It. carries company Is capitalized at $2,500,000.
Tho coal consuming capnclty of the fifty largext this too far and that tho facts da not Justify
W. Y. Walton
' Roderick Stover and evening
such Ideas expect
for ft
to leave this
cities In the United States Is something appalling. They as this paper declares and advocates, on the
other hand duck hunt In the vicinity of Sablnal.
d
I AM SHOWING A FINE LINE OF
consume
of all tho coal mined in the United the New Mexican Insists that everything
are reported
that has been whfm the
h
of the pop- said by it Is more than borne out by
States, although they contain but
A railroad mm who arrived
plentiful.
actual conditions, as
morning
from the south yesterday
ulation of the entire country. This is duo to the fact official figures amply prove.
flock o
tha- - he saw n large
said
ceniu
the
concerns
concentrated
are
nianiifacuring
that
New Mexico is attracting more attention today than geese on the S.tldnal i nd as the train
ters of population.
at any former timo on account of its agricultural possi- passed.
The hardest blow lnthe event of an effective strike bilities. Home seekers are coining to
The spicinl committee of the Elks'
the territory in
would lo felt by tho working people. l,ack of coal would great numbers, taking up and purchasing large areas ot lodge, of which L. C. Bennett is chairman,
hold an Imnortnnt meeting
shut down the large Industries. Out of work, the em- land In valleys, and building new agricultural communi- at thewillSurety
Investment, company's
ployes would not have an equal chance with the better ties of considerable Importance.
office on Second s reet, this evening,
A Fiffe Given Away With Every Boy's Satt
It
of
faring ones to buy .food much less coal at tho higher
Forty-on- e
per cent of the people in the territory pur- at 7:45 o'cl rk. all Is the wish
of the
Mr.
that
members
Hcnnelt
500,0(10
quit
work
to
miners
Were
price that will prevail.
suing gainful occupations are engaged in agricultural committee nttend this meeting. He
Jong enough, each one of them could put out of employ- pursuits quite a creditable showing. In the great agri- promises that the meeting will not
last over half an hour, but he would
ment three men In some other path of labor dependent cultural state of Illinois, having n
s.
papulation of 2.804,040, like to see all present.
upon steam. This would make, with the miners
2,000,000 of men, not counting the women, chil'dren engage In gainful occupations, there are 826. 7S1 persons,
Mr. Mapes, an undertaker, formerly
aged
men dependent upon them. The following table or only 31 per cent, as against 41 per cent in New Mex of Chicago, has arrived in tho city
and
shows the total weekly consumption of coa! In tho largest ico, who are engaged in agricultural pursuits.
and purchased the Euehr Undertaking
nvenue,
cities and the number of employes a coal famine would
Tho area and valuation of farm lands and the value parlors on West Railroad
which he will conduct In the mture.
affect:
of farm property In New Mexico has materially increased Mr. Mapes Is a thoroughly experienced undertaker and embalmer, and
Tons used Employes since 1S!0, as Is shown In the following table:
will no doubt, secure his portion of
Per week. Affected.
Cities.
the business in Albuquerque. It Is
150.000
300,000
isao
New York
rumored that still another undertaker
250.0041 Total number of farms
200,00
Chicago
1,438 is to enter the local field.
A gentle150,000 Acres in farms
175,000
rhlladclphia
782,822 man from the east has made arrange80,000
120,000
Total value of property
parSL Louis
$33, 543, 14 1 ments to open up undertaking
95,00(1
60.000 Lands, fences, buildings
Boston
8,140,800 lors in the W. W. Strong building,
120,000
40.000 Implements and machinery
0
Baltimore
291,140 particulars of which will be an50,000 Live stork, June 1
100,000
Cleveland
25.111,202 nounced in these columns later.
20.000
50.000
1900
Buffalo
With the passing of February and 0
0
3,oihi Total number of farms
17,500
Sa"n Francisco
11.834 the beginning of March, people of Al73.ooo Acres In farms
"o.ooo
Cincinnati
5,130,878 buquerque have ceased asking them0
KKt.Ooo
348,000
Total value of property
Pittsburg
$53,737,824 selves the old question, "When are
10,mK)
25,000
fences, buildings
New Orleans
20,888,811 ;he Santa Ke yards to lie moved
30,000 Implements and machinery
south?" This question has been agi- 0
00,000
Detroit
1.1 51 .RIO
so often and fruitlessly, that It
0
33,000 - tin.UOO Live stock, June 1
Milwaukee
31.727,400 tated
Is getting to be somewhat of a chest1,000
15.000
Washington
y
nut.
dis- 0
Santa Fe officials refuse
fiO.OoO
1M0U
Newark
0
These figures give an idea of the rapid development cuss the matter or to offer any yiew.
2O.O0O
19.00
Jersey City
A prominent official who was In Al20,000 and they are also Indicative of what may be expected in buquerque today,,
25,000
Louisville
stated that he did 0
3.0(H) tne future.
Anotner matter that is worthy of record here not know when the
30,000
0
Minneapolis
yards would be
is
producing
the
per
fact
capabilities
the
that
of
capita
37,000
35.0OO
Indianapolis .
moved to a point south of the city.
"0,000 those engaged In agricultural pursuits have increased "We have been contemplating such 0
42.n0
Kansas City
0
)
10,000 amusingly. The aunual value of farm products Increased a move for same time," Baid this offi
35,000
St Paul
in tho ten years, 1890 to 1900, from nearly $2,00(i,0U0 tn cial, "but the time Isn't rine vet."
2,000
12,000
Rochester
0
25,000
25.000 a little over $310,000,000, or an increase of 400 per cent
0
Denver
years,
in
ten
agricultural
WELL
while
the
KNOWN
.
LOCALITIES
population
20,000
not
30,000
lias
Toledo 77
greatly.
increased
14,000
35.000
Columbus
SECURE LICENSE TO WED 0
0
One of the arguments against the admission of New
2.000
13.200
Syracuse
Mexico as a state, is that mineral properties are not
15."00
Fall River
always reliable, as mines have and do become exhausted,
J. W. Masters and Mary R. dross 0
r'.(MH
Omaha
0
'
in.000 and when that happens the value of the country in which paid the probate court a visit today,
13.000
Memphis
upon
deputy
jingled
smiled
clerk,
the
5.(100 such mines have existed decreases in proportion to the
50,000
6cranton
0
0
exhaustion of such mines, it Is therefore clear that New a dollar on the counter, and lelt with
a
which
will permit them to
document
Mexico
is
wronged
greatly
begin
to
is
when that rule
applied
These figures are appalling. Yet they do not
wed when they so desire.
her; when it is considered that 41 per cent of her people
Mr. Masters was, until recently, a 0
to show the evil extent of a coal strike. Every dealer in are
0
engaged in agricultural pursuits, that between the clerk at the store of the Mclirian
and
Immediate
In
effects
the
the land would feel the
census
ISaO
1900
of
company.
In
and
number
of
Furniture
the
farms
increased
family
He
every
is
material decline in his business, while
a home furnishing store of 0
15 per cent, the area of farm lands increased 550 pjr
0
this broad country would be touched by It. In the In- cent,
own,
his
on
Gold avenue, to bo opened
value
the
400 per cent, the value
products
farm
of
every
of
articles
manufactured
of
and
cost
fuel
of
creased
His prospective wife has
13(1 per cent, the March oth.
XXx- -x
x-- x-x
X
character, the price of which will at once rise, regard- of farm lands with their improvements
been engaged in ilrtSsniaking In the
2!)."
value
implements
of
machinery
per
and
cent
the
and
less of the quantity which might be on hand.
city,
some
time.
apartments
for
Her
2(i per cent.
Yet it seems now even more than probable that the value of live stock
are in the new Arniijo building, over 0
And probably better than nil, as showing the pro- the Phoenix Dry Goods store.
3000 pairs men's fine shoes
0
its
strike,
with
all
bring
coal
will
the
April
of
first
evils. The telegrams represent the operators ducing capabilities of the soil under the skillful man10CO pairs women's fine shoes
I'M
"WWCr ifcx
0
fairly falling over themselves in their haste to declare agement of its present tillers is the gratifying fact that TENTH ANNIVERSARY AT
0
annual value of farm produce has Increased during
that they never will consent to the small increase of the
THE
HARWOUD
SCHOOL
same
the
decade from nearly $2,000,000 to a little over
wages demanded by the miners to meet the undeniable
misses' and children's fine 0
10,0110,000, or an increase of 400 per cent, while the agriadvance in the cost of living. .According to the tele-graanniversary'
population
cultural
The
lOo
per
has
not
adexercises
which
Increased
cent.
These
one of the most vociferous of these refusers to
shoes.
marked the completion of ten years
vance wages Is the representative of the J. plerpont figures nre worth cutting out and preserving for future of
at
work
Harwood
are
the
0
Home
Morgan interests In the coal production business. It will reference. Right here, it is more thun gratifying to state worthy of more than passing notice.
X
1)0 remembered that the anthracite coal strike was over that statistics, since the census of 1H0O, gathered by the
The exercises of last Tuesday afBureau and the Bureau of Immigration of this ternoon
were in recognition of t lie
a demand for a 20 per cent Increase of wages, and that Census
0
territory,
greater
indicate
that
a
advance than the one ten years of successful work through
the operators swore by all that was holy such increase
would bankrupt every mother's son of them. When which has taken place between 18!)0 and 1900, is' the which this intsltution has passed.
there aie about da girls enrolled
President Roosevelt shamed them into accepting arbitra- order of the day, and that the census of 1910 will place
0
tion, the arbitrators gave tho men 10 per cent. The re- New Mexico far ahead of the 1900 census, especially In and most of theiu are iu constant
agriculture,
tho
of
lines
raising.
horticulture and slock
sult lias been that in the two year's since then, the opThe faculty of the school is compe
0
erators have declared the largest dividends In their hisfaithful.
00OOCK0000X300XXOOCKOC0OC O tentIn and
tory.
spite of the inclement weather a
The facts set forth In this article, clearly show that
large number of visitors were pres
0
ent. The exercises were varied and
SecdH Grtfanira Dssy as
arbitration is the proper remedy for strikes which deal
exceedingly interesting.
with the necessities of life; and that instead of waiting
Evidences of the handiwork as well
sifted!
till vast suffering and loss have been inflicted upon tho
0
is the culinary skill of the students
people, such arbitration should be compulsory and emwere abundant. Refreshments were
ployed before the strike begins, when it first becomes
served In the spacious dining room
manifest that the disagreeing parties will not or cannot
by the Woman's Home Missionary
0
compromise.
agreement
on
come to an
based
Society of the First Methodist EpisCorn, '"king of grains," has issued an official
that every school throughout the land shall ob copal church.
ibis school is supported bv the
0
serve Seed drain Day in April bouth of latitude of St.
Woman's Home Missionary Society
April
Louis,
line,
is
11th,
April
day;
4th
north
of
the
that
of the Methodist church and is rap
Yesterday, an ocean steamship, carrying both freight
or as near these dates as possible.
idly growing.
0
and passengers, was to leave San Pedro, Cal., direct to
are
requested to at once test selected
All children
archow, the superintendent
Honolulu. This should be the beginning of great, new seed grain. To do this, take two dinner plates and two In Mrs.
charge, is an experienced and
commercial routes, involving many Important changes pieces
of thick cloth or blotting paper the size of the highly succesful manager and the 0
fact,
Speuking
developments.
tho
Denver!
this
of
and
inner part of the plate. Wet these thoroughly and drain stltiuion Is in a most encouraging
'
Times says:
condition.
extra waier. Put one piece of cloth on the plate
"To have a harbor connecting the southern shores of off tho
grain over it evenly and cover with the SMALL
0
dlie country, not only with the islands of the Pacific and and scatter the
PIECE OF WIRE PUTS
doth.
Turn the other plate over it to prevent
OUT CATTLEMAN'S EYE.
the orient, but more directly than ever before with the second
evaporation and set in a warm place. Examine freD. L. Walker, a well known cattle
southern portions of the American coast line, will mean quently
and if It grows dry'add a little water. After six man from Dragoon Summit, Is con
much to countless interests alt over the southern and or eight days remove
the cloths and determine the per fined to the hospital, at Tucson, Ariz.,
southwestern states. The development of southern Cali- centage
of germination. To test kernels from several as the result of a very peculiar and
fornia, especially Los Angeles ami the country suround-io- g
of corn iu the same plate, mark off the blotting paper unusual accldellt. He was operated
THE CELEBRATED
it, has been unprecedented within the past few years, ears squares
into
and number each one to correspond with the upon Saturday afternoon, and his
natbut the future progress will be still greater if the
eye
right
was
Mr.
removed.
Walker
ear from which the kernels are taken. Report results of was
ANTONIO ARMIJO, Prop.
cutting a piece of barbed wire,
ural possibilities of this IiuiIkm- me allowed to assert
in school on Seed Grain Day. AIo bring to school
in some manner u piece of it
Uiemselves. Already, however, there is danger that rail- atest
of luo keruals of corn or other grain seed and
sample
car
was broken 0ff. It flew up, and jagway compacts will interfere with the free play of natural
HOME GROWN PURE CHILE
good and poor point, tell which varieties ged the cattleman in the eye, blindmovement, and l.os Angeles Is beginning to talk of an- to study theirwhy,
In cost and profit of ing him.
are
figure
and
best
differenco
A
was
physician
summoned
nexing San Pedro and Wilmington in order In Iter to con- good
Special Sale Every Saturday. Auto Phone 601. 121 N. Third Street.
vs. poor yields, or carry out any of the many plans and advised Mr. Walker to go to the
trol matters of this nature. It is an outrage that there
in the proclamation, which may be hospital, to have an operation perIs ever any question but that new hurbors, new lines of for the day arranged
free by writing King Corn, 1443 Marquette liuikling, formed. The operation is reported
steamships and new railroads will mean effective com hail
successful.
Bottled In Bond.
Chicago.
petition, yielding advantages, to ;i!l Interests in all parts
by the
organized
A young foll-sgrain
is
to
be
club
of the country. Experience has shown the folly of ex boys
and girls of at h school or district, and a harvest
SOMK OK TJ IK
peeling this, however, unless there is the utnio.st vigilance
ANT AUKS
is to be hold next autumn, by each school, for
festival
ll
TRADING WITH US:
and resistance in case of unjust iliscriiniuai ion. If
THE
JAFFA
GROCERY
CO.
which many and valuable nrizes are offered.
The
We Have the S'.ock
We Make the Price Right
opening of this new route to the orient and the south
DlaUUera,
stare of Colorado gives $2,500 In special prizes, Minne
We Deliver Goods Promptly
. should reduce the price of goods shipped from this part
We Remedy any Dissatisfaction
FRANKFORT,
KT.
a
promoting
like
officially
.amount,
other states are
We Compound Medicine With Skill
Immediately
of the country, as it naturally should do, ro'orado'i sola
comu
various ways, and the children may also
manufacuritig and agricultural products would be gleii the idea
13.
Good Things to
equilly with the grown ups, in the contest to add
lar better shipping opportunities. The lower grades and pete
ME LIN I & EAKIfi
PKOP'S. ALVAKADO PHARMACY
more direct, routes between here, and the lower coast port millions to grain growers' profits. This plan adds a new
agriculture
to
fascination
nature
study
First St. and Gold Ave.
and introduces
Both Phone.
c
should .greatly reduce transportation to any t
Sole Agent.
FRESH
ASPARAGUS.
way.
a
into schoots 'ii
interesting and practical
point."
N. M.
Albuquerque,
FRESH GREEN BEANS.
All there advantages will not I.c ailow l if the transAutomatic Phone, 199.
FRESH WAX BEANS.
Not to Be Quoted.
continental railways cau prevent it; and yet, Koraker
FRESH SUGAR PEAS.
When you want something In the
oococcoccoocooooooocooco
The
Imarded a Chestnut street car at llroai
nd Aldrich, and others of that ilk, will stand up in the
FRESH CAULIFLOWER.
House
FRESH TOMATOES.
Two minutes later u bulky gentleman dropped
senate and demand that there shall lie no control if rail- street.
Wootton & Myer,
FRESH WATER CRESS.
Go To
roads, either in rate or otherwise.
into i hi- seat by Is side, and lammed blni against the
FRESH LETTUCE.
window.
The reporter grunted, but ihe newcomer was
FRESH
RADISHES, ETC.
Melville l". Stone, manager of ihe Associated Press: choi rful.
Turkeys.
Geese.
323 South Second St.
'1 knew Client nut street before It hud car tracks." he
It is from the great public that we g, t tin. new s w hich we
Ducks.
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
Hens.
Highest price paid for household
distribute and print, and it thus iieconu Importaui that, announced, pleasantly.
I'sed to run omnibuses, up one
Spring Chickens.
Broilers.
goods.
New and second band goods
213',i West Railroad Ave.
in dealing with the newspapers, you should be fair and side and down the other."
AND RENTALS
SMOKED HERRING.
Ixmght and sold. Phones:
Store
Auto Phone, 320.
The reporter wasn't Int.
accurate reporters. For an intelligent and virtuous press,
THREE SIZES OF MACKUed 282; House Black 263.
"Yes," he co il imieil," -- I've lived here all m.V bf-'- - 1
Ranches
honest and truthful editors are far less needed than an
and Farms
EREL.
honest and truthful puTTIlc. When we live in (he coming like to see the old Knvn grow.
COO FISH.
was Isirn iu 1S11 on
&
Utopia the laws will make li a crime to tell a lie to un the L'd of 1844."
Novelty Works
SALT HERRING.
Albuquerque
Correspondence
ESTATE
REAL
Solicited.
FIRE
INSURANCE.
A
VARIETY
LARGE
OF
ditor. My experience leads me to believe that, as a rule,
The reporter tried to hnigliie just when the moment1L'3 S. Third St.,
F. 8. HOPPING, Proprietor
LOANS
CANNED FISH FOR THE
it la not your journalist, but his Informant, who should ,e ous event happened. 'phe information was somewhat
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.
321 South Second Street
LENTEN SEASON.
Automatic phone 451.
hazy.
sued for libel.
Just received, large shipment ot OOCOOOOCx)
Cheese,
Swiss
Room 10. N. T. Armllo Building
Camembert
Columbia, and
"Yes, those are facts," lie went oil. "1 went to school
Rambler,
Cleveland,
Cheese.
Cheese,
Neuchatel
Repairing of all JEMEZKOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
Biovcles.
Tribune
Senators Aldrich, Foraker, Kean. ICIkins and Crane
What, not going?"
Cream Cheese and twelve other
FURNITURE EXCHANGE
kind. Before buying give u a call
are reported to have laughed heartily, or at least to hae
"Yes." replied the reporter, "In re's when' I belong.
kincs. All kinds of smoked
Carries
the
Unner
"Say, young man, whai':; your business?"
chuckled mirthfully, at thtlr frolic in putting the presiState
mall;
sausages, tongues, etc.
PIONEER BAKERY
only line with a change of stock en
AND STORAGE CO.
"1 am u reporter.
dent's rate bill into Tillman's bands. What a merry lot
"Good Things to Eat."
good
route;
Proprietor.
rigs,
BALLING,
horses
SIMON
and drivers;
Whal
(ireat heavens:" he cried, "and here
of wags, to be sure! What facetilious fellows!
"A reporter?
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
(Successor to BalllnB Broa.)
The Jaffa Grocery Co.
genial tribunes of the people! Hut, in the end, the peo- I've been talking so freely to you. Say, now, don't quote
WKDDINQ CAKES A SPECIALTY Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For Furniture Crated For Shipment and
publication."
ple will make them laugh on the other side of their faces; me.
wasn't talking for
Said on Comf'ssion.
Wa desire patronage and we guar particulars, address V. L. Trimble a
Good Thing to Eat.
Hut he was. even f
for lie laughs best who laughs las, and the last has not
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M.. or J.
didu't know it. Philadelphia
an ten first clab baking.
J. W. MASTERS.
Telegraph.
jet come.
Albuquerque. B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.
mm m on1
118 West Cold Ave.
207 S. First Street.
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.
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AllbuEiequii for ftweimfty Fears

BOOSTING

WILL ALBUQUERQUE

ACCUSED

FOR

ENROUTE

JOINT STATEHOOD

HAVE SPRING RACtS

BLIZZARD IN EAST

ANARCHIST

MURDERER

,

DELAYS ALL TRAINS

EAST

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

IS

RUGS AND CARPETS

HANDED TO SHERIFF

IWM

of Mayor Gibson, of Santa

Patrons of the "Sport

Will

HOUSES IAN

BE

Albuquerque have

race mwl?

Not only

are the

I :eal

SECURED
a

spring

horsemen

and other lovers of the game asking
this question, but the merchants are
also taking It up. A movement has
been eft on foot to hold a spring race
meet here and the probabillles

ait

that If the movement Is encouraged by
the merchants, Albuquerque will see

Tordini Handcuffed to Officer Passes
Through City.

Submits to Interview at

Kings" Making Efforts to
Arrange Matters.
GOOD

Fe, Benadetto

San Bernardino.
A

WILL BE DEPORTED

ORIGINAL JOINTURE ADVOCATE
H.

N. M., is stopping

bill.
In an Interview with a representa-

some good racing this spring.
"We had an excellent meet last
spring," said a prominent merchant
today, "that was entirely
and did not cost the citizens any
money, besides affording much pleasure to lovers of the race horse. There
is no reason In the world why we
should not have a good race meet here
this spring without any expense to
anybody. Iet'8 all get togeiher, anyway, and see what we can do. It seems to be the desire of most
people approached on the subject, to
have a race meet here In the spring,
but no one seems to be pushing the
jiroject. with the exception of a cer-

tive of the San Bernardino Times-Indethe other morning, Mr. Gibson said:
"Santa Ke was the first city In the
territories to officially declare for the
Joint statehood bill, and we have
formed there what we term the Nonpartisan Joint Statehood
a
territorial organization, stirring both
heaven and earth to get the bill
through.
"Ninety per cent of the voter!" of
New Mexico and from 35 to 40 per
cent of the voters of Arizona are in
favor of the joint statehood.
The
Hamilton bill, if passed,
without
amendment, will call for a vote of
tain few.
The spring race meet can open first the two territories on the proposi
at Phoenix, come north to Albuquer tion of joint statehood. Many of the
que, thence
Las Vegas, Trinidad, eastern representatives and senators
California are pulling for the For- Pueblo, Colorado Springs, and thence
to Denver, where the horse owners aker amendment, which calls for a
will Bend their Btrlngs of trotters, pac- separate vote of each territory, and In
ers and gallopers to the various cir- case either votes a majority, against
project, there will be no joint
cuits of the east and south that Is,
horsemen will, as Is the usual custom, statehood.
denounced
scatter in all directions after the "The amendment is
loudly by representatives
and sena- spring or summer meet at Denver.
tors
from the middle western states
Mr. Barnett, whose string cf horses
President Roosevelt
Is wintering In Ixjs Angeles, states i ns an outrage.
lhat the local circuit will be more apt in his message to congress, recom-bo
to secure good horses in .the spring mended that immediate action
in regard to the bill and that
than in the fall, for the reason stated taken
it be passed at once without amend
above, and he is one of the local horse- ment
Ho said time enough had been
men anxious for a spring race meet
wasted in congress over the bill ns
to take in the above named cities.
presented.
At present, a large number cf trot"Senator Bevcridge, of Indiana, and
ters, pacers and gallopers, ' all with Congressman
Hamilton strongly favor
good records, are in winttr quarters
the
bill as Introduced, and are fighting
California,
in the southwest and in
obtain Its passage.
and these horses will be moving east- to "Santa
Fe favors the union of the
ward shortly, so it behooves local two territories
for many reasons more
horse admirers to get together ns particularly because
of the diversified
soon as possible, and start the ball
interests in the two territories. These
rollinz. There Is no rpasnn 111 the Interests
are so diversified that they
world why Albuquerque stiouhln't have clash in no
In the sou: h western
a successful rare meet here this com part of the way.
combined territories we
lng spring. Think and talk it over.
have mineral interests; in the northern part, timber and coal interests,
THE POET SCOUT
and in the southern and central part
GOT MIXED IN DATES tanning, fruit and stock raising interest?.
"Owing to the scattered interests
Captain Jack Crawford, the well the joint statehood would make one
known "poet scout" of San Marclul, great commonwealth. The two would
and who has many friends scattered come In jointly with a population of
all ever the territory, was scheduled 4iMl,imo and a territory third in sine
to appear Monday night last in a lec- in the Union, Texas and Montana beture entertainment at San Antonio, ing first and second.
Texas, but it appears, got mixed as
"Private interests are back of tho
to his dates. A telegram on the sub- fight against joint statehood. The
ject says:
Santa Fe and the Southern Pacific
San Antonio, lexaa; March 1. The and other railroad corporations, towhereabouts of Captain Jack Craw- gether wiih large mining interests,
ford, poet, scout and lecturer, was a are not against the bill, supposedly
burning question here Tuesday and because they believe the taxes will
the preceding evening. Captain Craw- be increased by a union of the two.
ford was booked for a lecture at the The present tax rate is from 4 to 6V&
Grand opera house Monday night un- per cent, which is outrageous. The
der the auspices of the San Antonio union of the states and the lessening
Lyceum bureau, but he failed to ma- of expenses by supporting one instead
terialize, and all sorts of inquiry fail- :f two governments, will reduce this
ed to elicit any information.
rate at least
It was feared that possible he was
"In the Hamilton Mil it is stated
detained by a railroad wreck, but. the that in case of union of the two teraudience that gathered at the opera ritories, Santa Fe will be named as
house anticipating a literary treat, the capliol of the joint state until
dispersed disappointed. Captain Jack's lltlu. Arizona last year produced
however, did not prein mineral wealth and New
vent the morning paper from report- Mexico $10,000,000 in farming and
one
ing the lecture, and it even quoted
grazing.
of his verses. It has since been as"There are other states that have
certained lhat Captain Jack's non- bieti admitted with lesser population
appearance was caused by a mixing than we have. California came in
up of the dates.
with a great deal less, und Utah and
He had been originally Isxiked to Nevada had only CiO.000 and 40,000 re
apear here Monday night, but the bu- spectively when t'uey were admitted.
reau at the other end, which attends There is every possibility jf the bill
to the routings, changed the date and passing in the near future, but on
failed to notify the hueau here. In whether it is passed with or without
the meantime, the attraction was ad- amendment will depend our admission
Now, Captain Crawford is as a joint state."
vertised.
in the city, as per routing, and efforts
Mr. Gibson will stop in San Ber- are being made to secure a suitable nardino for a week or ten days and
hall, the opera house lieing occupied iihen leave for Santa Fe. He confl- by another attraction.
reporter
'dently told a Times-Indethis morning that it was his intention
to make San Bcrnardina his home
SAMUEL SCHULTZ DANGEROUSLY
x,

j

.

.

QUOTED

Samuel Schuu, a prominent and
wealthy bushiest) man of El l'aso. Is
dangerously ill at bis home there. A
telegram yistenlay afternoon called
.
Mrs.
the children to the
Noa llrVld. Mrs. B. Spitz nnd Mrs.
of
.lames (irunsftdd, the daughter
Mr. Si hut, left last evening for El
l'aso. They were accompanied by
lavbl Rsenwnld of this city.
Mr. Schuu is TS ytars old and has
been suffering from a complication
of ailments. His recovery Is unlooked
bed-side-

'

Night and Took in Custody Victor Telles.

LATE

TO

IN

HAVE PRELIMINARY

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

Mlbert Faher

HEARING

WORK
ON THE CUT-OFERN
CAPITALISTS
FOR OIL.

and its success has been little short

the scenes and adventitious Incidents
bustling in animated action, bristling
Lent is here and we are prepared in effervescent humor, bubbling with
this year better than ever to supply unadulterated mirth and permeated
,,r.l, nrti'.
you with anything in the canned or uhh tl:. rllincr nun.llliu
Inality in catchy music, and elaborate
smoked fish line. We have
costuming, and presented by a cast of
CODFISH
the very best and highest salaried
MACKREL
artists possible to secure, have all
HERRING
contributed to its phenomenal sue CANNED SHRIMP
cess. This company also carry their
CANNED SALMON
own
Superior Uniformed
CANNED LOBSTER
Concert
Hand and Orchestra,
which is a
CANNED OYSTERS
special feature. lXm't miss the free
CANNED CLAMS
band concert at noon and 7:30. He CANNED CRABS
member the date. Plans of seats now
ETC
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO. ,open. Elks, Opera House, Friday.
March Kth.
Good Things io tan.

Electric &

Construction

12

MEL1NI

I'n:-vie-

WI'll Oil

1

I1C

EAKIN,

w

ELKS' THEATRE

'

ArrOW)

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

JERRY
FROM

FOURTH

ST. AND RAILROAD

A

EAST-

DRILLING

A

roaring musical fare, comedy and
Introducing
vaudeville attraction
many new features.
Superior Uniformed Concert Band
and Orchestra.

20

"BOOST.

IN BREAD

MAKING.

n

nrTK

the most Important of all; that
the selection of proper flour.
There ls no difficulty about this If
Empress flour Is choeen. It Is so

Wholesale Agent,
114 West Copper Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL
CLUB

AUSTRIAN

BUILDING.

Furniture and Crockery
BORRADAILE

& CO.,

11? Gold Avenue

ST. AND RAILROADAVE.

"I made $350 on that 60c," said i
prominent Albuquerque business man,
on the completion of his conversation
over the Long Distance Telephone.

STRONG BLOCK.

MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
by using the toil lines of

UNDERTAKERS

The Colorado Telephone Co.

Falrvlew
San'a liarbara Cemeteries.

S.ipermtendeBt

ud

MONUMENTS

:il

i

CHINA

Room

'01

a

CATHEDRAL

OLD

0. W. Strong's Sons

The Host and Cheapest.

J

net touch the
douuh.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

JOHNNY."

I

t

M. BERGER,

Three Minutes.
The hands do

mm
FOURTH

:

Is
Is

AVE.

mixes and kneads
bread thoroughly

'

UNCLE

a

good and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The best
bread makers use it for that very
reason.

-

county in search of oil. The drill
Ile
Jllst what
ls " ' d"w al,"ut 'J0
success will reward the efforts of
'those enterprising people ls hard to
predict. I hope they will succeed, as
time
they have spent considerable
and mofiey.
"On my return I passed through the
Estancia valley and saw a number of
bomeseekers looking over the land for
locations. Twelve of them told me
fl'e on homesteads
i hey had decided t
at once."

RICHARDS

THE FIRST LESSON

KERRY

COUNTY

in Guada-

J.

A.

V

"KNOCK"

for.

Go.

o o o o

The St. Elmo

l

20 People

of amazing. Undoubtedly the profuse!
comedy it contains has had much to
do with securing popular favor, and

Southwestern

l'

Surveyor H. F. Duval has returned
to Santa Fe from the sheep ranch
owned by the Salado Live Stock
company, controlled by
All Special Scenery
Miguel A. Otero and Territorial SecWatch for Street Parade.
retary .1. W. Raynohls, In Guadalupe
county, where he went to make surPrices: ",o, 7T, and II; Children 2oc
veys. Mr. Duval saw quite a stretch
Seats on salt' Hi Mats'iu's Tuisday,
of tiie work being done on the Belen March 0, at U o'clock.
cut off. mar Torrance,
and reports
that the construction is being rushed.
"The railway engineers are con- KU.ll0ling a temporary bridge across
,() t),K.rate trainB
ana
over it next week, says Mr. imval. j
bridge costing $10'mmmi will be erectn this
ed later. Const met ion work
road near Torrance is being bandied
by the contract firm of Kggleston &
Matthews, who are building about
eleven miles of the line.
"An eastern company is sinking a
IS A

imeimig

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

about paralysed.

Victor Telles, the slayer of Peter Slocum, the lumber Jack; employed at
Camp 5 of the American Lumber company, and who, during a quarrel,
hammered Slocum to death with the
butt of a
Deputy Sheriff Joo Padilla, who has
had Telles in charge since the conWe carry a complete stock of
fessed murderer gave himself up to
motors for alternating and dire
him, at ence turned Telles over to
currents.
Sheriff Baca.
HOUSE WIRING A SPECIALTY.
This morning the sheriff and his
prisoner left by freight train for Ket-ne- r.
Electric, Gas & Combination
"I intend visiting the lumber
camp where the alleged murder hapFixtures
pened," said Sheriff Baca this morn-- U
a reporter from The Evening Citizen, "or the purpose of subpocanlng
all witnesses and gathering all necessary Information relative to the killing. I will also conduct a preliminary
huarlng that Telles may be formally
committed to jail to await trial. This
hearing will also bo the means of getting at the facts In the case."
I0H.-P- .
6. E. Induction Motor
Sheriff Baca stated that following
tho hearing; he would take Telles to
216 South 8econd Street.
the Ixs Lnnas Jail. The prisoner is
as Jolly and free from care apparently
Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, Wieeler Co.
as a school boy. He feels that he
tatBMttiHtilUHHBaWK;
TELLES MAKI5N0
was perfectly justified in murdering
Slocum and attaches no great amount
EFFORT TO ESCAPE of
seriousness to the terrible charge
preferred against him or the fact that
Victor Telles. who Is accused of he put to death a human being.
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works 91
beating Peter Slocum over the head
R. P. MALL, Proprietor
with a revolver, from the effects of
9
FUNERALS
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; ShafUsn.
which he later died, attracted quite
Pulleys, Orade Bars, Babbit Metal; Column and Iron Front for 1
a ,blt of attention last, night and toThe funeral ceremonies over the
Buildings.
day, on the streets, after the publica9
tion of his statement In yesterday's r mains of Juan Salazar y Otero,
Repmlrn on Mining mnd mill Machinery m Bpoclmlty
1
issue of The Evening Citizen. Telles, who died nt tho family residence in
Foundry east wide ot railroad track.
Albuquerque, H. M.
together with his captor. Deputy Martinez, Wednesday morning, took
9
Sheriff Padllln. visited the different place this morning, at' 10 o'clock,
gambling rooms, walked around the from the Sacred Heart church. Instreets, and thoroughly enjoyed him- terment was In Santa Barbara cemeself. At times, Padilla was nowhere tery, 'i be funeral was a double one,
In sight, but Telles, although with tho ceremonies over the remains of
Finest Whiskies
the penitentiary, and possibly, the llto late IVlieitas S. Do Chavez takgallows, staring him in the face, made ing place nt the same time and place,
and ihosn attending the two funerals
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
no attempt to get way, and the freedom with which captor nnd captive forming one line to the cemetery at
BARNETT,
Prop'r.
JOSEPH
roamed around, Independent of each Santa Barbara, where interment took
,
SAMPLE A NO
other's movements, was the wonder place.
X
0 West Railroad Avenae
of many who saw them and who were
CLUB ROOMS
The
of
services
late
funeral
the
familiar with the case.
t
William Ilurbeit Bull, who died in
tills city, yesterday morning, at 3 : 30
MAMMOTH BULK OLIVES
o'clock, took place this afternoon at
SWEET STUFFED MANGOES
2 :'.0 o'clock, from
Borders' chapel.
Wholesale llqtiot and Oar Dealers
RIPE OLIVES
CALIFORNIA
&
Rev. Barron of the Congregational
MIXED SWEET PICKLES
officiating,
at
Agents
Exclusive
church,
with
Interment
Yellowstone
O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet Jb
for
and
BULK APPLE BUTTER
cemetery.
Chandon White Seal Champagne. Bt. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Any Flavor
BULK PRESERVES
Jos. Schlttz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
GERMAN DILL PICKLES
The Sandoval barlior shop changed
or the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
BOTTLED hands today, P, O. Snnehes being the
OF
A LARGE LINE
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
PICKLES, purchaser.
PRESERVES, OLIVES,
wit'n
was
Mr. Sanches
Street. Albuquerque, New Meilcj.
ETC.
Is
one
years
Bros,
for five
Thelin
and
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
city.
of the best barbers in the
"Good Things to Eatt."'
SERVES HIM RIGHT.
Mrs. A. P. Jones having returned
TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
from a year and a half stay In WashIf
man
a
insists on smoking a "rope"
ington, V. C, wishes to say that she
when good cigars arc obtainable At
will be ready for business In tho dressmaking line about the 15th of this
small cost no punishment Is too severe
month In Boom 22. In tho "Elite,'
10 bo meted out
to him. Placate
meet
her
be
will
pleased
where she
lo
angry
by
smoking
wives
only WHITE
customers.
One Night Only
1'IL.Y
CIGARS.
Their aroma will
soothe the nerves of even the most
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
FRIDAY, MARCH 9
unquiet woman. Five cents the one,
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRAN
per box of fifty.
FER STABLES
;
tl
Horses and Mules bought and ei
changeu
PATTEN AND PERRY
BEST TURNOUTS IV THE CITY
IN
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avonnes.
cf
113a WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
Is

GOING ON

TORRUCE

M1WB11 WUI.ULHIIIIIT

Arrived vLast

Limited, for
today, has not reached this city, yet,
and is not reported due until 7:15
Other trains
o'clock this evening.
will be greatly delayed in reaching
here.
There has been no mail or express
received from the east, today, and
consequently
the postoffice nnd
Wells-Farg- o
forces have leen taking
lift easy, or easier than usual.
The blizzard which has caused all
the tnuble came from the chilly
north and drifted the snow along the
Santa Fe badly.
In places trains
were blockaded for some time. The
Santa Fe company does not permit
such a thing as snow to lay Its trains
out for any length of time and by
dint of hard work they have their
trains moving In the snow belt, If
slowly.
It Is expected that all trains will
begin arriving in the city some time
tonight, with the Limited at the head
of the procession. The biggest, share
of the trouble has been encountered
between Chicago nnd Kansas City.

BELOW.

IMPROVEMENTS

modems, ..yen.s and hapin nings of

j

TRAINS

WF.STB0UND

Baca

No. 3, the California

With Ash Wednesday the Lent en
season was ushered In, and until the
end cf the forty days' fast the social
side of Alhuqmrquo will be somewhat
neglected. During this season ol
forty days there will be special services in all the Catholic and Episcopal
churches throughout the city. It has
been decreed that (lining this period
those of the faith shall abstain from
tho partaking of all flesh meats. However, the following exceptions, which
may be of interest to the many Episcopalians and Catholics in the. city,
are quoted, which, according to those
high in power in the above churches,
ure the only relaxations allowed:
Use of flesh meat at the several
meals, on Sundays and at the principal meal only on Mondays, Tuesdays.
Thursdays und Saturdays, except Saturday in Ember week and Holy Saturday.
Use of eggs, milk and butter,
cheese and food seasoned with lard
at the collation and the principal
meal on the several days of the week,
and on Saturdays ut all meals.
The onrer of the dally repasts may
be Inverted, s that when the principal meal cannot be taken until evening the collation may be taken In the
morning.
. These dispensations
do not imply
the use, which is forbidden, of both
Mesh meat and fish at the same meal
in I.ent, Sunday Included.
Worklngmen nnd their families have
the privilege of using flesh meat once
a day on all fast days and. days of abstinence throughout 1he year, with
the exception of all Fridays, Ash
Wednesday, the Wednesday and Saturday of Holy week.

Patten and Perry's funny Musical
Farce Comedy and Vaudeville attraction, "Jerry from Kerry," in which
cachiuuatory
comic,
Unit cheerful,
character Is the central figure, is to
bo presented shortly in this city. This
will be welcome news to all classcts of
theater goers. The interest in the

ING,

road

RELAXATIONS OF THE GENERAL
LAWS COVERING THIS SEASON

'JERRY FROM KERRY'

CHILDREN IN THIS CITY CALLED
TO HIS BEDSIDE LAST EVEN-

AT NEW YORK OTHER

WITH THE LEN I EN SEASON COMES THE FASTING

soon.

ILL AT EL PASO HOME

Portod as Due Until
7:30 Tonight.

this morning handcuffed to Benadetto
Tordini, a convicted anarchist.
Tordini Is on his way home to Italy
only this visit to the old country Is
through n choice of his own, nor will
It cost Tordini any money of his own
In making the long trip, for Uncle Sain
is to be real kind to Tordini on this
occasion, and stand all his expenses.
The Italian was arrested In Santa
Rosa, Cal., some months ago on the
charge cf being an anarchist, convicted and ordered deported. Inspector
Crawford Is on his way to New York
city with Tordini to carry out the orders of the court.
It is said that the Italian hits been
possessed with anarchlal tendencies
for some time, but which he stoutly
denies. The prisoner was convicted
In Petaluma, Cal., for setting fire to
a large warehouse there which was
destroyed. He was sentenced to serve
ten years' Imprisonment, which was
done. Tordini develoiod a lIUeT
hatred for the Petaluma officers who
helped to convict him and threatened
o kill then when the opportunity pre-o-f
sented Itself. The fellow returned, to
Italy, however, after being released
fr.im the penitentiary, where he was
arresled for carrying concealed weap-th- e
,ons. Shortly afterwards he returned
to Petaluma. with the intention of dis- l'sing of tae officers there who were
resKinsible for the ten years he put
in behind the bars. Of course he was
arrested and the charge of anarchy
tagged against him, the sentence of
the conn llng that of deportation.
Tordini is a dangerous looking in
dividual and certainly resembles an
anarchist whether he is or not. He
strikes one as a man whom you would
much prefer to meet behind' the bars.
If such was absolutely necessary.

one-hal-

'

Limited

j

Th mas M. Crawford, United States
As the result of a severe blizzard In
Carlos Baca, sheriff of Valencia
insiMHtor of immigration at San Fran- Illinois, Kansas and Colorado, traffic county, arrived In Albuquerque last
cisco,
passed through Albuquerque on the Santa Fe at that end of the evening in No. 1 to take in custouy

Gibson, mayor of Santa Fe.
at. the
Stewart
Hotel, San Bernardino, having recently returned from New York. Mr.
Gibson, on his eastern trip, has been
hobnobbing with
and
lawmakers
promineut men of the United States
and every opportunity has been Improved in favor of the joint siate-hoo- tl
A.

California

Re - Carlos

Not

N. Second St..

Both Phones.
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ooo

18

N. T. Armljo Building.
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o
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NUMEROUS MEETS

Charity,

Ath-

Naval and

Other Fields.
CENTENARY

CONGREGATION

fencing

Revived

Navy,

in

Midwinter Swimming,
State Aid in Charities
TO HAVE CHARGE OF THE LEPERS
Annapolis,

During
nnnths there
revival of In
terest In fencing here as well as In
West. Point and the officers of the
two institutions are strenuously pre
wiring for ths coming fencing tournament between expert teams
from
West Point and the naval academy.
The contest will take place In New
York about the middle of thin month
and the efflcers are awaiting tho event
with considerable Interest. The exact
late has not yet been fixed.
Mil.,

March

2.

six or fight
lias been a remarkable

the last

ONE MILLION TO BE
RAISED FOR CHURCH.
Minneapolis, Minn.. March 2. The
Congregatlonallsts
of this city will
hold a great rally at Plymouth church
today In conjunction with the move
ment of the American Board of Foreign Missions of the Congressional
church to celebrate its 100th anniversary
with the raising cf a round
which Is to be devoted to
the spread of the gospel In foreign
lands. The arrangements for the rally
were In the hands of the five Minneapolis members of the American board,
Mayor D. P. Jones, Dr. L. H. Hallock,
E. Jopson, George H. RiiBt and
l)r .George R. Merrill. Hundreds of
prominent. Congregailonallsts from all
parts of the northwest are here to attend the rally and tt Is expected to be
highly successful.

Supt. Green' Salaries.
Library superintendent
Museum architect
Pennsylvania capltol
Carnegie library
Extra government work
Raleigh hotel
Willard lutel
Totnl

but"
"And

MIDWINTER SWIMMING
MATCHES ARE NOW ON.
Cincinnati. O., March 2. This Is
the day for the annual
swimming contest at the Cincinnati
gymnasium and, Judging from the
large number of entries it will be one
of the most Interesting affairs of that
kind ever held here. The program
will include the following events: 100
yard swim, CO yard swim, 20 yard
swim, graceful dive, men's relay swimming race, Junior relay swimming
race. Among the individual conte
tants are some of the best swimmers
of the middle west.
mid-winte-
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"Are you hungry?" she asked.
"You've guessed It, ma'am," an
swered the bearded tramp.
'Are you anxious to earn a meal?
'Not exactly, ma'am, lleln' hun
gry, lm. anxious to eat it.

Meade,

r

The national baseball commission
Is going to tackle the covering up evil,
and It Is said several big club man
agers will be called on the carpet for
concealing a number of promising
men. Covering up players Is becoming more generally practiced
each
year, and It Is time the commission asserts Its authority, if it. has any, and
puts an end to ihe practice. The num-l.e- r
of clubs that turned back large
bunches of players last week shows
o
how general the covering up system
Three prominent Boston yachtsmen has become.
hnve glvn orders for boats to defend
O
In
tho Roosevelt cup from
The death of Henry Tenney at San
the. International .races to be held off Francisco yesterday, as the result or
Marblehead, Mass., the coming sum- a bating be received at the hands of
mer.. The boats will be sailed by Frankle Nell in a go in Mechanics'
three of the best skippers in the coun- pavilion on Wednesday evening, will
try.
doubtless put a damper on fighting In
O
'Frisco for a while. It 13 very well
Ina
'M
blllWid
Jacob Schaefer, the
It should, too. Eddie Grany and
that
to
give
son who is said
an
Brltts have engineered a number
prrp'.se of being a marvel with the the
of questionable fights In the west the
cue. He ilays regularly at his fath- - past
few years, growing fat at the ex- I.ll1ln.l
in In Phloilirn Dnd "n O (t
malch
shown an adaptability that maks him "nie- f he "ublic and
n
nn nvtranti nam iiorfnrmpr fni nnP " '
so young.
Thc riding of Ratke at Hot Springs
was one of the turf sensations of Febstorm
a
be
probably
will
There
21 winners
ruary. He
In a
when the question of the referee for week, and thelanded
played his mounts
talent
Is
raised.
mntch
the
irrespective of past perf :rmances. The
McGovern wants Jack McGulgnn, but result has been
that the bookies wereMcGui-gahim.
of
none
Nolan will have
So hard, In fact, that a delebard
hit.
and
Philadelphia,
in
is well liked
of bookmakers waited upon the
fight fans there are backing the Mc- gation
stewards
and asked that better riding
the
be
shall
Govern demand that he
imported to the track. They
be
talent
ring.
third man In the
claimed that Ratke was matched
.
well
known here. against a most Inferior lot of Jockeys.
Alva. Coehr-inwrites from Bombay, India, where he The bookmakers said If new and bet- is sight seeing, that he will be here ter riders were not brought on they
next winter with six college f:ot ball would cut out Oaklawn.

Cleveland, March 2. The stage
hands here have been plunged into
grief by Mansfield's announcement of
retirement. They had intended to
Jim Jeffries to assist them at
future Mansfield engagements, and
now, they fear Mansfield will never
have an opportunity of meeting him.
New Y:rk, March 2. "If Mr. Mansfield retires, and I have no doubt he
will," said a super at one of the well
known theaters, "I shall present to
the Metropolitan museum the spear
with which he beat me the last time I
played with him. Although cracked, CHINA NOT HOSTILE
WAR
it Is In good shape for exhibition
SAYS E. H. CONGER
n

n

cm-plo- y

SALOON

KEEPER

STATES

UNITED
KILLS A MINER. FORMER
ISTER
Word has Just" been received at Ell
AT PASADENA.
Paso that L..B. Reed, a well known

Yes, why don't the Ohio
fight the
law?
e

TEARS FOR RICHARD.
Chicago, March 2. The Mutton
Chop Throwers association has adoptregretting
Richard
resolutions
ed
Mansfield's diclslon to retire in UUttf
It a Dt'ouo.setl to make Mr. Mansfield
an honorary member upon Ills retire
I tnent.

at Albuquerque
for tourist
sleeper booklet

A
COLONIST TICKET, ALBUQUERQUE TO CALIFORNIA. DAILY,
FEBRUARY 15 to APRIL 7.

$25.00 FOR

Slight extra charge for berth,
free.
ROADBED

DUSTLES9

Seat In chair car

HARVEY

MEALS

Communication Made Easy
El Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louia, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the beet. The only way with two through
trains daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation din
Ing cara, chair cart and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any tiia
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

R. STILES

V.

Gen. Pass. Agent.

General Agent.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

HAS DISAPPEARED

BEEN MURDERED IN MACEDONIA
NOTHING HAS BEEN
HEARD FROM
HIM.

Santa Fe Central Railway System
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
passenger
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
Fast
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso ft Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M.. with the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers snd freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICE8
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"Scenic Line of the World"
'i
Shortest and qulcksst II ns frsm
Santa Fa to Dsnvsr, Pusblo and Colorado Spring, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Donvsr and PuoMo with
all line east and west. Ttmo as qwlak
and rates as low aa by othsr llnsa,

wTCoNOEa.

2.
Pasadena, Cal., March
"The
United States government, in my
opinion, need not look for any serious
difficulty in China. The Chinese gov
ernment apprecines well the necessity of keeping peace with this country to permit any acts which will lead
to severing the friendly relations of
the two countries.
Such is tho opinion of Edward H.
Conger, former United States minister
to China, who is visiting his brother,
Rev. E. L. Conger, of this city.
"The present troubles have arisen
since I left China, last April," said
Mr. Conger. "However, as my juris
diction extended over the whole Chinese empire, I have a fair knwledgs
of the present crisis and and the clr- The
eimisances leading up to it.
whole trouble has grown out of the
attemped boycott of American goods.
American missionaries are only afIn time of riot.
fected incidentally.
if missionaries are In the way. they
are liable to attack, but there is no
organized hostility to them as a body.
"Northern China Is as quiet as ever.
The trouble originated in southern
China, and showed Itself must
ut
Shanghai. Judging from the past, I
don't believe there will be any serious dittlculty.
"I believe the Chinese government
is strong enough to control the situation, and that all foreign interests
will In' finally respected and protect,

part of

wisdom of the
government not to bo
surprised again, as it was in lttoo. We
can kciu our troops in Manila and
our ships In Asiatic waters as well as

HIS DAILY NIP.

CORRESPONDENT

THOUGHT TO HAVE
WHILE

mining man, 'was instantly killed at
the new town of Portal, Ariz. The
fatal shot was fired by a man named
Boswell, who runs a saloon in that
place. The shot was fired at close

range and penetrated Reed's head, inflicting a mortal wound. No statement
was made by him previous to death.
The authorities are engaged In Investigating the tragedy, and several different rumors are afloat as to the circumstances surrounding the killing.
At this time it is imiosslble to furnish accurate details. The tragedy lias
as
caused considerable excitement,
both men are well known In tho community. Both men have their friends,
and consequently there has been numerous opinions expressed and differ
ent versions of the difficulty given.

Ask Santa Fa Agent

Pri'

ed.
"It is the
United States

TAKING

Efforts to bring Sam Berger and Al
Kaufnmnn together may succeed at
last. The two heavies are great
friends and have refused to fight each
other, but recently both men have expressed a willingness to try conclusions In the roped arena. They may
fight at the big athletic carnival to be
held by the Olympic club In 'Frisco
early In April.

"Kid" Bolt, who beat "Kid" Bean
here two years ago In one of the hardest fights ever witnessed In New Mexico, Is plying the shovel on "hogs"
over the Raton hill these days.
-- O
Lloyd Nephew, a Carlisle Indian
first baseman, has signed to play with
Lit Ho Rock t he coming season. He
belongs to Pittsburg, but. was turned
the over to the Arkansas team to be devel"
oped.

Thomas W. Iawson predicts John
D. Rockefeller will be wearing stripes
in prison within a year. Tom's place i
is not In the financial world. He THOUSANDS OF ACRES OF
RANGE GRASS BURNED
'
bureau.
The second prairie Are since the
FROM YE SINFUL CORRESPON new year is reported from Roy, Mara
county. Sparks from the locomotive
DENT.
A good Interest is reported In the of an El Paao & Southwestern special
the Dawson line set fire to the
meetings at the M. K. church con- over
range
ducted by the pastor. Rev. Woodruff, blowingnorth of Roy. A high wind was
at the time, and the flames
Rev Lindley, of the Friends cJiurcn,
carried rapidly toward the build
is giving all his spare time in aid of were
Evans ranch. Fortunately
the effort, and many are praying for ings nf thechanged,
the wind
and the only dam
a shower of grace to fall on this com age
waft the burning of 100 tons of
munity. I have not attended any or,
the services. Zanesfleld corresopnd-ence- fodder stacked at the Canada Ancho
ranch and the destruction of the
Bellefontaine (O ) Examiner.
grass on several thousand acres of
range. Claims for damages have been
KNEW ALL ABOUT FATHER'S.
"Hasn't Miss Uttleton a dainty filed against the railroad company
foot?"
"Yes, she has," and he added sadly,
"PINK" IN IDAHO MURDER.
"she must take after her mother."
McFaifand is the western chief of
the Plnkertons who caused the de-liortation U Idaho of President Moyer
and Secretary Haywood, of the Westn
n
ern Federation of Miners, for alleged

s

DIRECTOR OF LEPROSY
RESEARCH HOSPITAL.
Boston. Mass., March 2. Dr. Walter
H. Brlnckerhoff of the Howard Medical school, left here today for New
York and Washington, to complete
lis preparations for his departure for
1be Hawaiian inlands, where
e will
assume the position of director of the
proposed United StateB Government
Ijepresy Research hospital to be erected under his supervision in the leper
vp.v lenient.
Dr. Hrinckerh ff will arrange for the plans and equipment of
the hospital and the selection of bis
taff before his departure for Hawaii,
which will take place in about two or

- -

widely known as a
farm devoted to the breeding of trotting horoughbreds. Is to be cut up into
town lots and become n residence suburb of Nashville,

tlon which is soon to be added rj
Raleigh hotel?"
To which Mr. Green assented.
Then Mr. Green admitted that he
was also "general adviser" on the construction of the Carnegie library at a
salary of $2,000 a year. In addition
he has been engaged by the govern-meto make plans and superintend
the construction of a general power
plant on the "mall" to serve the various government buildings In that
neighborhood.
"But," said Mr. Green, when asked
about It, "If a man Is smart and can
do It, what Is the objection? . I am
earning all my salaries, and no law
Is being violated.
There is no law
against a man being industrious
even if he is paid for It.

thau by eating proper

HEALTH OF FAMOUS
PIANIST NOW RESTORED.
Chicago, III., March 2. The condl
tlon of Mrs. Fannie Bloomfleld Zelsler,
tht famous pianist, who recently suf
fered a nervous collapse which gave
rise to the apprehension that her con
dltion was hopeless and would put an
'nd to her brilliant artistic career, is
reported greatly Improved, It Is as
er.ed on good authority that Mrs
Zelslt-r'fears of losing her eyeslgut
are fortunately unfounded. The pa
tient who is ij.)w south is rapidly re
gaining her xuvngth and has quieted
down to such an extent that strong
hope Is entertained that she will be
able to resume her concert work next
winter.

o

"Billy" Phyle has been reinstated
league. Hp is the
property of the Memphis club.

Pullman,

ALL THE WAY

players, who will make the nuecleus
of an eleven for the Duke City. It Is
a little early to talk foot ball for next
season, but a good team even that far
away. Is something to anticipate.

by the Southern
Belle

V

O

mOST ANYTHING

IN

weeks.

fort for economy when you
go in a Santa Fe Tourist

sSpdrt

Spring dates for the Memphis meet
have been announced is April 0 t
May Ifi, Inclusive.
0
Twenty-fivmen will be taken by
the Pittsburg team on its southern
training trip.

Nelson-MeGover-

PHILANTHROPIC WORK.
St. Louis, Mo., March 2. Amos W.
Butler, secretary of the Indiana State
Board of Charities will deliver an ad
tlress before the School of Philan
thropy this evening on the subject of
'The Relations of the City or State to
Problems of Charitable or Philan
throple Work and the Whys in Which
Citizens and Officers of the State way
in Such Work."

three

You do not sacrifice com-

5,000
2,000
4,000
2.000

And then some.
Washington, March 2. Some men
have a large rapacity for drawing salaries; others havp none. Of the former class Is Bernard R. Green, superintendent of the library of congress
at nn annual salary of $5,000 per year.
That is main salary. He owns to
several others.
Congressman Tawney noticed that
it takes $8,000 a year to keep the
library clean and tidy. That much
Just tor labor. Tawncy wanted to
know how It happens that It costs so
much.
Incidentally he asked Mr.
Green If he gave all his time to his
work tit the library. Being answered
In the affirmative, he asked:
"Put you are the architect employed
in tin! const ruction of the nulional
museum building?"
"I am doing that as general contractor for the government. 1 have
been In the business so long that I do
business tor Uncle Sam in that way,"
responded Green.
"You get extra compensation for
that over and above your salary?"
"I get $2,000 a year for that."
Asked If he did work for outside
parties, Mr. Green replied that he had
friends and sometimes did work for
them.
"You superintended the construction
of the Willard hotel?"
"I did look after it for the owners.
They are friends of mine. I have not
time to do business of that sort regularly, that Is, to make a business of it,

AY

CALIFORNIA

A JOB HOLDER FOR FAIR

The surgeon general of Japan says
food the Japanese of the future will have the stature of the Caucasian. What's the maty. M. C. A. ASSOCIATION
HOLDS ATHLETIC CONTEST. ter? Don't the Japs get enough formaldehyde and boraclc acid?
Norfolk. Va.. March 2. The second
nf the 'series of athletic meets arrang"Ah," said the Judge in a kindly
ed between the athletic sections of manner, "are nr.t you the man. who
the Y. M. C. A. associations of New- has been telling the reporters he saw
port News. Portsmouth and Norfolk, a robin a week ago?"
will take place here this evening. The
"I decline to answer," replied the
first of these meets was held at New- - prisoner defiantly.
'
vort News on January 27, and the
"On what grounds?"
next and last one will be held at Ports"That It might tend to disgrace me,
mouth on April 7.
your honor."
According to the program for these
meets, athletic teams representing the WHAT SURPRISED GROSVENOR'S
physical departments of the three asVICTOR.
Hoclatlons will participate in each of
The reception tendered to Hon. Althese meetings. The teams are cum bert Douglas on Wednesday afternoon
posed of the best athletes of the n- - upon his return from Lancaster wltn
pectlve cities. The list of events for his delegation proved to be considerthis evening will Include running. able of a surprise to him, for he had
jumping, apparatus exerciser relay not been informed that the band had
races and basket ball games.
been engaged. Chlllicothe (O.) News.

STATE

ECONOM Y

BOSS OF LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

OF VARIED KIND

letics,

FRIDAY, MARCH 2, 190s.

Let Your BHerchant Give You Mmy
Other FBour Except Gold Com Flout

OBn't

Religion,

CITIZEN.

Oakland, Cal., March 2. Albert
Sonnlchsen, newspaper writer, author, war correspondent and soldier of
fortune, who hails from this city, Is
thought to have met with foul play
in Macedonia, where ae was sent by
the New York Evening Post as special
correspondent. He arrived at Vo-dema, forty miles from Monastlr, on
February 15th, disappeared from bis
hotel, two days later, and has. not
since been heard from.
S nichsen, though but 28. has had
an unusually adventurous career. Dur
ing the Philippine war, he and a com
rade were captured by Aguinaldo, and
imprisoned for ten months.
About 18 months ago, he went to
Macedonia, and contributed a series
of brilliant articles on the troubles
there. It Is thought that he may have
been assasinated to prevent the disclosure of state secrets he Is believed
tj have unearthed.
NEWSPAPER CHANGE
REPORTED FROM ROSWELL.
Henry F. Vermillion, editor of the
Baptist Workman at Roswell, has purchased the plant of the Roswell Register, and in connection with his pubjob
lication will manage a
printing office in the county seat of
Chaves eouuty. The subscription list
and good will of the Register have
him to the Roswell
been sold by
Tribune, the new republican paper recently started In that town. The addition nf the subscription lis' of tne
Register will give the Tribune quite
a circulation, which will prove a benefit to the republican party in Chaves
county. C. E. Mason, from whom Mr.
Vermillion purchased the Register
plant, is connected with the Pally
Record as business manager.

JAMES McFARLAND.
anywhere else. Thus safeguarded, if
conspiracy in the murder of
ernor St unenlierg, who was blown up serious trouble were to arise, we
would be prepared for it.
with a dynamite bomb.
"li'tt I think there Is no need of
V. will not
cost you a cnt to try sending troops to China, for the ChinStomach and Liver ese vuvei nment Is watching us and
Chamberlain's
Tablets, and they are excellent for wouldn't do anything to arouse our
stomach troubles and constlpatLon. animosity. Any further trouble wui
(lit a free sample at any drug 6tore. come from local organizations, students and like bodies. The Chinese
Max Hear, of El Paso, representing government realizes the necessity of
the li :use of Paulsen Hroe., U in the keeping peace with us."
city In connection with a proposed
sal,, of new billiard tables to the local
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
GARBAGE
the news.
Elks.
COMPANY.

first-clas-

s

DININQ
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.

trains.

On sll through

delays

No tlroaoms

at any station.

For Illustrated advertising matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. fV., Santa Fe, New Mex.

D.5R.G.sysfem
...SANTA nFBRANCII...
Effective December

Westbound.

Eastbound.
No. 426.
3: 00

am

4:35am
7:30 a in

0,t905

Stations.
Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

11:05 p m
9:40 p m
7:00 p m

Uarranca
Servilleta

11:36 p in
10:29 p m

Antonito
Alamosa
Erabudo

C:40am
12:26pm

Pueblo

12:51 p m
lpanola
11:00 am Lv. Santa Fe Ar.

3:00 p
4:02 p
4 :32 p
G:45 p

m
m
m
m
p ni

8:30
2:11 pm

No. 425.

Trfs I'iedras

1:26pm
3:30 pm

10:00pm
8:10 pm

RAILROAD TIME TABLE
(In effect November 12, 1305.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
a. m., departs 8:i'o a. ni.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
p. ni., departs 12:09 a. ra.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 0:45 p. w., departs
7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
6:60 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
p. in., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
11:10 a- - tn., departs 11:20 a, m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:59.
No. 9, Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. in.
Southbound.
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15
p. ui.

Local freight train, No. 99, southbound, departs at 6 a. m., and carTrains stop at Embudo for dinner,
ries passengers.
where goo4 meals are served.
Arrives From South.
Connections.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
At Antonito. for Durango, Silvertoi
a. m.
No. 10 makes all local stops east or
CANS. SEE WHITNEY and intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
Albuquerque.
Intermediate points, via either the No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
standard gauge line via La veta PaS No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
or the narrow gauge vis Sallda, uak No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles snd
ing the entire trip in daylight and
San Francisco.
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL All trains dally.
GORGE.
Also for all points on the
,T. E. PURDY. Agent.
Creedo branch.
Traveling Freight
A. li. BARNEY,
Anyway, here's hoping Anna Gould
nd Passearer Agent.
end Mrs? Mlzuer never go to th
S. K. HOOPER. Q. P. A..
Denver. Colo. j lecture platform.

"ARNOLD'S BEOT" Floor is made from choiceTurkey Kansas SiARD
Wheat. Ask your neighbor about "ARNOLD'S BEOT." "ARNOLD'S
BEST" is beginning' to make 'em all go some.
Insist upon having' "ARNOLD'S BEST." from all grocers.
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THIRD STP.EET

Meat Market

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All Kind

of Freeh and Salt Meat.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonic Bulldiug, :ortn Third Street

1

VVs

fw

,

WVfv
that
which is replUe with
new and original In DeBlgn and
Colors of Carpets and Ruga.
All

VARNISHES
BRUSHES.

A movement,
backed by strong
Dr. nienk, who is at present bishop financial Interests, is on foot to force
?f Porto Klco, has been selected by Stuyvesant Fish out of the presidency

The First Rose of Summer
la

Both Phone
Sole

WEIGHING MAIL

Carried by Santa Fe Trains
Running Out of Albu-

querque.
INTERES1ING DATA

O.N

OPERATION

The government weighers of the
United stales mail, who are now engaged in working on Santa Fe trains
out of this city, are fast getting
taings systemlzed, so that by the
time the ninety days' period is up,
they will have found a basis upon
which to determine
"the railroad's
pay."
The railway mall service for the
weighing of mall is divided into four
districts, New Mexico and all states
and territories west of the Missouri
river being In the fourth district. Once
every four years, for a period of
ninety days, all mail, carried by the
trains, Is weighed, for the purpose of
ascertaining how much mail is carried over each railroad, so that a
pay basis can be established for the
following four years.
The amount of mail on board a
train, when it leaves Its terminal station, the amount picked up during
the run, and the amount carried
tnrongh to its terminus, is recorded,
and forwarded to the department at
Washington. On the big lines special
weighers ar..t hfcsigned to certain cars,
imt on the branch lines postal clerks
make the record. If pouch mail Is
sent out of here as express, Postmaster Hopkins makes the record.
The average amount of mail carried
per mile is thus computed, and ihe
raflioads paid accordingly.
More Mail, Less Pay.
Contrary 'to the general opinion,
more
the
volume of mall carried the
Kninller the rate thereon.
Five thouper day Is the maxipounds
sand
mum for which the government will
pay, and this is carried at a smaller
Tate per pound than would one hundred pounds. The smaner the amount
of mail handled .the higher the rate
per pound.
"Uncle Sam, in the mail department," said an employe of the local
post office, to a Citizen representative
today, "Is a royal spender, when It
comes to facilitating the rapid delivery of mail, and it's the road 'hat
gets the mail to its destination quickest that gets Uncle Sam's shekels.
"Of course, out f here, we've got
to send It over the Santa Fe, ami It
looks like a 'cinch' for that road. But
look deeper. If the Santa Fe doesn't
make what the government thinks is
fast enougn time, it Is counted against
t'.tem In their endeavor to secure contracts tor hauling mail out of Chicago. KansaH City, 'Frisco, etc., where
there are rival roads. So you see
Albuquerque mall receives as much
as any other city's
consideration
mall."
More Than 35,000 Routes.
According to a recent report of the
postmaster g'eneral, there are more
than 35,i"ii routes of domestic mall
Fervlce in operation In the United
The total length of these
States.
routes is 490,948 miles. The number of miles traveled a year Is
The annual rate of expenditure for transportation of the mull is
153,07(1,413.
The rate of cost a mile
Is 11.9 cents. Of the sum expended
for domestic mall service, $31,942,1 SO
is paid to the railroads. This does not
Include the salaries of the mall
clerks, which aggregates more than
$10,(1(10,(1(10 a year.
The count of the
( ieces
of n ail handled in the year
1899 showed a total of 7,118,422.840
pieces of first class matter,
pieces of all other kinds of
matter, making a total of 13.351.992.-72- 5
pieces.
5.

(!,233,-5(19,8-

Cor. Coal and Second

HHUboro

Agerva for Hooeier Kitchen
Cabinet.

According to the financial repent of
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Hallway company for the month of
January,' th business handled by the
rosd W'ls fnr in excess of what it was
H'.ring the same mouth a year ago.
arnings for the month
Tl.e gn!-"were $d, 536.985; an increase of
net earnings, $2,2Sii,437; an
increase of $718,027. These figures
bring the pros earnings of the company for the last sexen months,
which are the first of the fiscal year,
up to $45,137,777; an Increase of
net earnings. $17,lS4.8m',; an
Increase of $3,01 0.(133.
Evidently, some one fond of th?
sound of fire aims. Is trying to create
some excitement in the neighborhood
by
of the viaduct on First street,
firing a revolver. Several days ago

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
-i-

su.i

Order

I" "C

Creamery Butter
Earth.

Beat

laundered without ahrinklng. W
1st added to our already well equipped lsundery
machine wRh which ws can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to as
nd we will straighten them out for you.

on

Solicited.
Free Delivery.
214 Sooth Second Street.

B. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE
REAL
ESTATE-NOTA-

RY

OOAf'T SEND AWAY
for your vehicles and harness wis
you can buy them at home and see
what you are getting, and we are
right here to stand by them.
LOW PRICES

Tijtrmt

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building ScppHes

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette
IT IS NOW TIME FOR YOU TO
THINK ABOUT PLEASURE
and you should look over our very
large new stock of the latest style Car.
rlages, Buggies, Driving Road Wagons,
etc., Saddles and Harness.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES NOW.

per(oct-ttltln-

Everybody Invited to Look Through
Our Large Three Floor Repository.
& CO.,
. KORBER
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO

"a
?

r

WE HOLD

A

,e

T. A.

Jobs secured by promises of
economy. At any rate that's how we-dplumbing the best that In us lies.
If you believe our oldest patrons yoi
will ask us for an estimate the next
time you want anything done in our
line.

fCdfctiUr

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

;

Both 'Phones:
matle, 671.

W.H.Halin&Co

a.

n

&

Red 284; Auto- -

Q

WE GIVE

W

You best satisfaction

In

mill

work.
ALBUQUERQUE

Colo

Corner Second

nd Marquette.

MILL

PLANING

aKXXXXXXXXXXXXOOOOCOOOOOO

A, E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at J. C. Baldridge's Lumber yard.

DRAGOIE

M.

C. GRANNIS, Prep.
R
Auto Phone, 311. Colo 300 Red.
Day and Night Hack.
Albuquerque,
Mexico.
New

xzxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

N. PEACH & CO.

Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
all kinds ef Fresh Meat
800 North Broadway, Corner of Wash- Automatic 'phone, 635. Office, 208 Mi- ington Avenue. ALBUQUEKUE.N. M.
West Gold ATsnue.

EST. Ed,
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
ILci

Located on the Belen

of The Atchison. Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa Fe Railway

is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

s

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Of 1.000 butlness sod residence lots, size 25x112 feet, laid out with broad 80 sod
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake sod public para and grand old shade trees; publle school honst, costing $16,000; churches. Commercial club; a population of 1,600 Inhabitants; largest mercsntile establishments In Now Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc. Delen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and bay la Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city in the nesr future cannot be estimated.
70-fo-

ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

GO OVER

The lots offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of 'them improved by cultivation); no sand or gravel
s
cost and wood yard, drug store, bsrnem shop, etc , etc. Also a
modem hotel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH,
We need a

first-clas-

bakery, tailor shop, shoe bouse. Jeweler, plumbing shoe, slsnlni mUl.

s

first-clas-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

DEEDS.

USE

4

COLD COIN
FLOUR.

-- '
JOHN BECKER, Prcsident'J
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IDEA

In hand

Pollock9
s
13

COAL
$6.00 Per

UP THE

that meritorious materials and painstaking workmanship in plumbing at a
fair price will satisfy more customers
than inferior attention to the matter

Lucero

f

EASY TERM 3

Albuquerque
Carriage
Co
Corner rittt and
Road.

'

,

BACK OF P. O.

PUBLIC.

Room S, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

d

ten-sta-

Red Wagons"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

A.D. JOHNSON

low-bre-

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens

performance
was repeated In the
same locality. When the yard officers PRESSED BRICK PLANT
made an investigation no one was in
sight. It is thought that yard men or
FOR ALBUQUERQUE
.K 4
A.
some one employed In the round
house is thus amusing himself, but
STUYVESANT
FISH.
ALBUQUERQUE
PRESSED BRICK A
should he be caught "with the good"
TILE COMPANY
TO
LOCATE committee, and when he sought to lav
and fined, It will not be so funny.
HERE INSTEAD OF ALGODONES. nare tne rottenness of the management
of the company, he was opposed by,
MUCH CHEAP LABOR
Although a pressed brick plant at President Charles A. Peabodv and1
Algodones would be or great benefit other members of the committee. Some
COMING FROM MEXICO to Albuquerque,
on within the city Mutual Life director are also direclimits would be of still greater bene- tors of the Illinois Central railway,
ONLY
LABOR
THAT CAN COM- fit. This Is what will happen as a notably E. H. Harrlman.
PETE WITH JAPANESE
FOR result in a change in the plans of Alway
Keep Chamberlain'
Cough
the Albuquerque Pressed Brick
RAILROAD WORK,
Remedy in Hi House.
Sampcon wind mill, ranch pumpe
Tile company..
not
would
"We
be without Chamber- and supplies and horse-powe- r
The original plans were to erect a
pumpTrain No. 10 this morning carried
Cough
lain's
Remedy.
It Is kept on ing outfit.
its usual consignment
of Mexican large plant at Algodones whom th
hand
continually In our home," says Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131.
peons. The gang numbered
about shale is located, and make exclusively
W. W. Kearney, editor of the IndeOf ty and was in charge of a well fed, i'i caseu oricK, Dut upon
consideration pendent.
Lowry City, Mo. That la
rather intelligent looking Spaniard, the company discovers that the propowho herded his proteges in a manner sition will be more profitable if locat- Just what every family should do.
that reminded one of the fabled story ed at the seat of the chief market for When kept at hand ready for instant
of the slave herder. A dozen boxes their product, which is Albuquerque, use, a cold may le checked at the outof cracKerg and cheese done up in and make the common fire clay brick set and cured in much less time than
small parcels were put aboard the with shale mixed with adobe, as well after it has become settled In the
train at the local station with which, as manufacture ihe pressed brick. The system. This remedy Is also without
presumably, they were to be fed until railroad has been interviewed and it a peer for croup In children, and will
they reach their destination.
These is found that the raw material can be prevent the attack when given aa goon
Mexicans are the only labor- shipped at less cost than the finished as the child becomes hoarse, or eveu
ers who can compete with the hordes product, which Is a strong argument after the croupy cough appears, which
of Japanese that are being shipped in favor of a plant located at the seat can only bo done when the remedy Is
Into the United States for railroad of market. There is very little or no kept at hand. For sale by all drugshrinkage in shale from the time it is gists.
work.
mixed until it has been transformed
A Into the finished
The Tucumacrl Times says;
NEW SPRING HATS.
and this Is
corps of El Paso & Southwestern rail- another argument product,
In all the new and popular styles,
in favor of the
PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH
road surveyors are in the city, sur- change In plans, as adobe, which will $2.B0 to $5.00. Simon Stern, tho RailKmp warm and enjoy th oold
veying out sidetracks and grounds be used in the common
,
brick. Is found road Avenue Clothier.
d.r. br win n
for the establishing on the division
to tne city In plenty. It is
,.llorm.d.
au""li
Try a Citizen want ad.
ut this point, which is to be moved easily seen that a plant
located here
Frost King
from Santa Rbsa, In the near future. would rave the haul of all
the adobe
ll
The ground for a
roundMENANOWOMEn.
Frost Queen
6r
m tne manufacture of common
Cm Bl CJ for unnatural
house has been selected and the sur- brick.
Vest ;
Chamois
diwharTM,lnfltiimtioDv,
veyors are now busy trying to get a
This change of nlans
irritation or ulceration
Made of chamois, KlnforeaS
,o
lower grade from the Pajarito creek some time ago, but
with flannel light, aoft and
for reasons known
riwiaMlictoi.
Palulaaa. and not mmtrinl
into TucunicMri.
,
IVANS CHEMtrn CO.
gut or m:ooodi.
pnly to tiie promoters themsedves 1..1TK ClrlOINNATI,o
Mao ewrythlnB aim In thla
Sold
PmnrliU,
olore, tha vnsta a re gaarantood
Day Ticket Clerk Harry Fouts, of has not been made public, though very
or anl trt plain wrapper,
U (In antlre
l lafaotion,
u klmju news ior tne peo- bt cxpreM, frpatd, lor
the local st.aticn, is off duty suffering
.
tvim, S3. 00
n
11...
00. or bott'ii 7Y
from an Illness which attacked bis a nfi Albuquerque, i be securing of
Circular taut on rouneaftt
FnnfcULlbt
site for the plant was probably one
stomach last night. Mr. Fouts paro
uy
news was not given
took of some veal chops last evening
The Williams Drug Co.
that gave him a cramp in the stomach out. This land has been obtained now
BLUE FRONT STORE.
it
Is
and
understood
to
was
be
so
thaf
severe at first as to cause
dlrectlv
117 W. Railroad Ave.
Both phones.
anxiety, but he is resting much easier
me machinery for
the plant has been imrnhnuorl l o
this morning.
JaXX)COCXXXXXOCOCXDCOOOCOOO
Louis, and will be put on the cars
UP TO DATE SIGNS
The Best Place to Eat
David L. Mayers is t,he present mere witnia a few days.
traffic manager of the Pecos Valley
208
WEST
SILVER
AVE.
lines of tho Santa Fe railway, with Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Itch,
headquarters at Amarillo. Tex.
Ring Worm, Herpes, Barber'
He
IF
YOU
m m m
mm S.
A. trnnri X
WISH
TO
an
EAT
has succeeded A. L,. Conrad In that
Itch.
&
and enchiladas on the Mexican' b
CJff
position.
All of these diseases are attended lunch
style, go to South Third street, corner '.X 120 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
by intense Itching, wnich is almost in- or
Engineer Harry Rehder and Fire- stantly
Silver avenue. No. 215. Will he CXXOCOOOCXXXXXXXX)OCOX)0
relieved by applying Chamber- served
any
man Torrey returned this morning lain s Salve,
promptly
of the
Its continued use night. Prices will atbe fromhour
TOT A OR API
from a hunting trip down the Rio a permanent and bymay
25c to 30c.
cure
be
effected.
Grande river. A bulging game bag has, in fact,
In
Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Dealers
cured many cases that M. GRENADINO 8c CO.
told the tale of their success.
Grain and Fuel.
had resisted other treatment.
Price
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
For sale by all
R. J. Arey, resident engineer of the 25 cents per Ikjx.
and Cigars. Place your orders for
coast lines of the Santa Fe, with druggists.
STEAM
this line with us.
CARPET
CLEANING
headquarters at Williams, Ariz., will
T. Y.
NORTH THIRD STREET,
remove his ofTlee from the latter town spector .Maynard, officii!) watch InTHORNTON
The
Clamnmr
for the Santa Fe. left lant
(o Kan Bernardino, Cal.
Cleans
everything.
He
Is
A
the
CXXX)COCOCOCXXXXXXXX)000
night for a trip over the Rio Grande
Furniture Man. Moving, pack- - V
W. K, Elter, superintendent of the division.
Cerrllio
American Block Q
ing and chipping, unpacking and X
Rio Grande division of the Santa Fe.
setting up, and is no upstart at 9
Afflicted With Rheumatism.
was in the city yesterday from his
the business. There is no oth- "I was and am yet afflicted with
headquarters a' San Martial.
er just Thornton. Both 'phones. 0
rheumatism," says Mr. J. C Bayne
737 South Walter Street.
4
Judge Henry I. Waldo, solicitor of editor of the Herald. Addlngton, Indian
Territory,
the
"but
thanks
to
ChamFe railway for New Mexico, has returned to Las Vegas, from berlain's Pain Balm am aide once
more to attend to business. It is the
a two weeks' visit to Kansas Citv.
best of liniments." If troubled with
COKE - MILL WOOD
C. A. Tlllotson, telegraph operator, rheumatism give Pain Balm a trial
KINDLING
formerly with the Santa Fe in the lo- and you are certain to be more than
i7
cal office, has accepted
a iosition pleased with the prompt relief It af
with the road at Grants.
fords. One application relieves the
"
pain. For pale by all druggist.
JL. A I
W. W. Webster, connected with the
o
B.
D.
Santa Fe at San Bernardino, Bpent
F.
D. S.
COPP,
DOTH 'PHONES
A Citizen want ad will get the busl-nssyesterday in this city.
Room 17. N. T. Armljo Building.
Try ons.
CXXOCOCICOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOO

Financial Report of Santa Fe Shows

Cain.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

D. EMMONS.

BUSINESS STILL KEEPS UP.
Big

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

F. G. PRATT esco.

Sole agents for Caalno Canned Oood
Ja. Hiekln & Co.' Coffees. Im
Doden'a Granite Flour.

RT. REV. JAMES BLENK.
Ically durinj the yellow fever epidemic at New Orleans last summer.
some one flred five shots under the Bishop Blenk was born in New Orviaduct and a night or two ago this leans in 1867.

CLERKS ARE BUSY

AND

Leather. Harness, Saddle, Lp
the pope as the successor of the late of the Illinois Central railway, be Robe, Home Blanket. Etc. Pal
Archbishop Chapclle, who died hero-- because he opposed an attempted metto Roof Paint; lasts five year and
whitewashing of Mutual Life insur top leak. Cash paid for Hide and
ance officials. Mr. Fish was a mem- Pelt.
W9
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
ber of the Mutual
Established In 1882

We also carry a large lino of samples and can have any size Rugs
made on shore notice.
J.

Wholesale Grocers

Thos. F. Kclchcr
PAINTS. OILS.

TRY TO FIRE STUYVESANT FISH.

NEW ARCHBISHOP
OF NEW ORLEANS.
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WM. M. BERGER, Secretary
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LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
ty 314

WEST RAILROAD

0

AVE.

DAY AND WEATHER.

Tl e tun rose this morning at 6:30
and will set at 5:55 this evening, giv
ing
sunshine day of 11 hour and
25 minutes.
The moon will rise at
midnight tonight. The day has been
decidedly less windy than yesterday
but cooler in the morning and much
modified by noon. This is the day on
which Texas, in 1836, declared her
Independence from Mexico, an event
and Important In its con
sequence.

Some Shoe Sense
Every fIkh" Is advertised to !e the lest and cheapest. It la so easy to
to you is that ours a a dependable Shoe
claim everything. Our
and even justice is done to every customer. We lo
store where
e
shoes for fl.SW, but we do carry a
not perform miracles or sell
stock aud give good service I) everybody. Take one chance on us
and we are sure you will come again.
e

com-jilet-

It-O-

The
San: a

lows:
N'os.
4,

Mens Shoes

$1.75
$1.23

OOOOO'v.
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FAMOUS

009000009000000
New Goods
re Deing constantly received, which
Insures our customers receiving perfectly fresh articles. We handle only
the best and most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and aell
prices.
them at
bed-roc-

GOLD COIN FLOUR.

k

F. F. TROTTER
South Second St

N'os. 118 and 120

ooooooooooooooo

west stree.ts have been cut through,
platting the entire tract In accordance
with other streets of the city. The
Arm of W. L. Trimble & C, Is doing
the work.
W. F. Schoeiihard. a wealthy citizen
of St. IauIs, who was out In southern California on n pleasure visit.
8 opped over hero t t enjoy a couple
of days with It's old friend. Colonel
W. D." Jones. The colonel Is showing
courtesies to t.'ie visitor, and the latter nun expressed himself well pleased with Albuquerque anil the people
here whom he met yesterday and today.
The gentleman will probably
continue homeward this evening r to.
morrow morning.
Hon. F. A. Hubbcll left last night
for Silver City, where he goes to se
cure sheep herders and send tnem to
his ranges in western Socorro county
Mr. Hubbcll. while at Silver City, will
transact some business with the supervisor of the Gila river forest reserve. He will return to the city to
m.' rrow morning.
The Roswell Record announces the
candidacy for sheriff of Chaves county
of Colonel Charles 1.. Hallard, on the
democratic ticket. Mr. Hallard was a
Hough Rider under JTesldent Roose
war,
velt during the Spanish-Americaand afterward served In the Eleventh
cavalry In the Philippines. He has
been offered positions by President
Roosevelt, but as he was a democrat
and would not give up his party for
federal appointments, he declined all
offers from his military colonei.
Tiie delay of the California limited
train of today was occasioned by some
trouble between Chicago and Kansas
City. It was reported nine hours late
into Newton. Kan., last night, and according to the latest report received
here, it is Kt 111 running about, nine
hours late, making it due at the lx-a- l
station between 7 and 8 o'clock this
speevening. A Rai'mond-Whiteomcial Is following close behind the
n

Best and Cheapest.
Regular meting of Adnh Chapter,
No. 5. O. E. S., this evening, at 7:3"
o'clock.
real
Col. W. M. Merger, the
estate boomer. Is sptnding the day
in the metropolis.
John Llvezy, the mining operator,
left last night for Old Mexico, Mrs.
I.lvtzey going ta Denver.
Colonel Francisco Perea. of .lemez
Hot Springs, Is in the city to spend a
few days with his daughters.
Regular services at Temple Albert.
tonight. Subject of Uabbl Kaplan s
nddiess will be, "Why Are We
Ethical?"
J. IJ. Rudolph, the Oak shop barber,
left last night for San Diego, Cal
Black Cat Stockings look nicer,
wheie he goes for a couple of months'
fit better and above all wear longer
vacation.
District Attorney Clancy has return than any other brand. This has been
ed from Santa Ke, where he has been proven by years or practical demon
All sizes for men. women
looking after legal matters before the stration.
ar.d children from 15c to 50c, at C.
supreme court.
May's Shoe Store, 314 West RailCaptain W. E. Dame, clerk of the road avenue.
district court, who Is now sojourning
in Mexico, is expected home the midTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
dle of the month.
s
David Rosenwald, of the
Cigar company, lett last WANTED Competent girl for general housework in family of three.
nfgnt for EI Paso, on a matter of perApply at 108 North Eight street,
sonal importance.
between 10 and 12 o'clock.
Ladies of the Grand Army of the
Republic met this afternoon, at 2:30 FOR RENT A lour room
brick
o'clock, nt the home of Mrs. Hugh
house, on North First street, close
Allison, 214 AVest Silver avenue.
In. Call nt Rankin & Co.'h, or at
f17 North First street.
Miss Grace Dale, of Pasadena, Cal.,
was the guest of friends In this cify
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
for a while last evening, en route to
her home from Marietta, Ohio.
Strictly fresh Kansas ranch eggs.. 20c
During the sickness of F. J. Wen
Creamery Dutter
30c
dell, who contracted a severe cold the 8Newton
cans of Sardines
25c
other day, Hilly Sangulnette Is helping Codfish, per l ib brick
9c
out on the day watch at the St. Elmo.
See us for garden hose new stock.
Episcopal
Services at St. John's
3 bottles of Chow-Cho25c
church, this evening, at 7:30 o'clock. 2 pkgs of Force
25c
on
The first of a series of lectures'
2 cans of Clams
25c
by
prayer
be
delivered
the
book will
2 ten-cepkgs of Oald Water
rector.
the
15c
Starch
reports Try our new burlap sack roasted
Judging from telegraphic
received today from the east, telling
Coffee, loc, 50c and II sacks;
of Know st.rms and blizzards, the
something new and good. It.
ground hog knew what it was talking
will 'please you.
about on February 2d, when it pro2 cans of California Apricots. .. .25c
phesied six weeks more
winter Chilimae, per pkg...-.- '
10c
weather.
Sago, per pkg
8c
A regular meeting of G. K. Warren Large can of Cream
9c
Post. G. A. R.. will be held in I. O. O.
See us for flower, garden and field
P. Hall, tomorrow evening, March 3d, seeds that will grow.
Visiting comrades
at 7:3o o'clock.
THE MAZE.
cordially invited to attend.
J. G.
William Kieke, Proprietor.
Caldwell, P. C.: W. W. McDonald,
"ARNOLDS BEST" HIGH PATENT
Adjutant.
formerly with Fred FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
E. Scheele,
Scholle at Helen, has come to Albu- MUSCLE.
querque to reside, and has engaged In
the grocery .business, as a member of KDOCXDOOOCXXXXXXXX(XOOCOOO
the firm of Gruner & Scheele, who
have a store at. the corner of North
USE
Fourth street and Mountain road.
Milton Dow, In a letter to J. E.
Hakis, states that many easterners
are taking up homesteads on tne
plains, and he. (Dow), predicts
that 6' i0 families will soon locate in
Torrance county.
Spiegelberg,
Solomon
for many OCO0O00COC000CX3OCX000CO00
years a well known and popular resiTHINKERS, ATTENTION!
dent of Santa Fe, but naw living at
Don't fall to hear Dr. J. H.
Ijis Vegas, Wednesday celebrated his
Sunday, March 4th, at the
eighty-seconbirthday anniversary.
of
New Christian church.
He retains remarkable vigor and Gold andthe
Broadway. He is one of the
health for a man so aged.
most progressive religious thinkers In
A. P. Tarklngton, adjutant general America and an eloquent speaker.
road
of the territory, passed down the
TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
last night for Silver City, where he
will conduct small arms practice on
GARBAGE CANS.
the target range. From Silver City
he will go to Las Cruces ad Roswell
FOR GOOD, STRONG
CANS AT
bifore returning to Santa Fe.
LOWEST PRICES PHONE OR CALL
Rev. A. P. Morrison, superintendent
ON ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE
of English missions of the Methodist CO.
Episcopal church in New Mexico and
COOCXXXXXXXXXXXXDOOClCOCXXiO
Arizona, left this morning for Santa
Fe. Rev. Morrison had been a guest
USE
here of Rev. Rollins of the Lt'ad Avenue Methodist Episcopal church.
Purchasers of lots in the new Grant
addition opened by the Surety Investment company, in the northwest portion f the city, will be pleased to
learn that work of grading the stree
of the addition has begun. Fifth and
Sixth streets, which cross the Grant KXXXXDCOOC)CXXXXXXXXXX)OOC
tract north and south, have been cui
ill rni
from New York avenue 10
'Mountain road, and in Cue east and 2
Hi-In-
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Don't Forget to Use

to
to

$4.00
$4.00
$1.00 to $2.75
50 to $1.25

from

Women's Shoes and Slippers
Shoes for Hoys and Olils
Shoes for HaMes

on

REPORT OF TRAINS.
4 o'clock report
of arrival of
Vc passenger trains l as falNo. 3, about 1 : 3 p ni :
special, 10:4." p. m.;
8 and
, 7 aud 9 nt 1 a. ni.:
time.

CITIZEN

EVENING

ALBUOUEHOUE

PAGE EICHT.

T. Y. Maynard

The Hickox - Maynard Co.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE NICEST
THE BEST.

OUR WATCH REPAIRING

PARTMENTS

IN CHARGE

OPTICAL

AND

SATISFACTION

DE-

OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICA-

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS

TIONS.

AND

BY

MAIL, AND

GUARANTEED.

The Arch Front

Sooth Second Street

JUST IN

Whitman's Candies
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
healthy and wholesome. Choo olates and
the purest of the
bon-bon-

purt.

J. H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists

Barnett Building

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote

Lttmbei?
Roofi ng.

Mail Orders Promptly Pilled.

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

the

"iti"pti Tmm
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LUMBER

Diamond

1

Palace

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

fsis

, MO

We Invite

FLOUR.

oooooooo
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HATS
MUM

KIT

MUM

EVERY

im

IS NOW ON SALE REMEMBER WE ARE THE EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS OF THIS HAT WHICH
ALL THE LATEST
EXCELLS ALL OTHERS IN STYLE, FINISH AND LIGHTNESS PRICE $5.00.
NOVELTIES IN NEW SOFT HATS FOR SPRING. $2.50 to $4.00.

SEC WINDOWS
,

119

Watt Gold

SPRING,

18 A

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122

Second

J50YS' SUITS. ACES Till! EE TO FIFTEEN

$4 to, $7.50
NOW OX DISPLAY,

A host of new fancy shapes, colors and designs, Featur-

ALFALFA SEED, NO. 1 OR NO. 2,
AT INTERESTING PRICES.
E. W.
FEE, 620 SOUTH SECOND. STREET.

ing the new Spring Patent Leather Tarn O'Shanter
and Oolf Caps at 7"h

CANS.

HOYS' CAPS IX ALL SIZES

35c to $1.00

FOR GOOD, STRONG

CANS
AT
LOWEST PRICES PHONE OR CALL
ON ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE
CO.

AND

R

XEW ELGIN S1IIKTS

$3.50

$1.25

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Office

Transactions
Guaranteed

ROSENFIELD'S,

118 W. R. R. Ave.

Railroad Avenwe Clothier

f5fo2

oooocooooo
ORIOLE

CANNED

COIN FLOUR

GOLD

ORIOLE

THIS FLOUR HAS RFPN SOLD
FOR TWENTY YEARS IN ALBU
QUERQUE AND IS THE BEST SOFT
WHEAT FLOUR ON THE MARKET

MAPLE
SYRUP

GOODS

t (pTjg
v

I

ocooototocooto
THE

ARE

)Sf

I 3m0yii- -

BEST

A bsolutcly

I

PURE
MAPLE

i

TODAY.

GOLD COIN

FLOUR

TR Y IT
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THE BIRDSELL WAGON

s

"THE WORLD'S BEST."
o
O

o

o
o
o
o

s

THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
--

113-115-1-

WHITNEY COMPANY'

North First Street
South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.
401-40- 3

17

for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
The largest stock west of Kansas City.

Writ
2

no

A

COLD COIN
FLOUR.,
LADIES' RIDING GLOVES.
Guarantewl. Simon Stern,
tho Railroad Avenue Clothier.
In buck.

GARBAGE
COMPANY.

o
CANS.

SEE WHITNEY

ooooocoo oooooonooo

LISTEN

USE

For a moment
and then

THINK!

a

of YANOW, the Railroad Ave. Pawnbroker, who is selling Diamonds at
pledge prices, paying no attention to the recent 100 per cent raise

f

on them.

HE INVITES INSPECTION AND COMPARISON.

ooooooooko oooooooooo

J.

POST

6

000C0'0C.o,

COMl'AXY

fc
HARDWARE

P

HOES
RAKES

0

RETAIL

ows

SPADES
SHOVELS

HARROWS
LTI VATORS

CU

ROAD

A

SCRAPERS

FULL

LINE

OF

BUILDERS'

HARDWARE

CUT
FLOWERS

J19 WEST

XEW DOUGLAS SHOES

WHOLESALE

'UNCLE JOHNNY."

IVES,

TIIE NEW STYLES IX

BOYS' CAPS

o

TICKETS

TIIK NEW STYLES IX

Two nml Ihroo Pieces, single? and douMe breasted in
till the fancy colors and new fancy shapes of the eastern
markets.

Notice to Property Owners.
The law makes it the duty of every
person, firm or corporation owning
or having any Interest In real estato
or other property on the first day of
March, to see that such property Is
properly listed for taxation on the
assessment
rolls. Property returns
are now being received at the assessor's office, in the court house.
GEO. F. ALURIGHT.
Assessor.

D

1906

BOYS' SUITS

oooc ;C :0 XOOOOOCOOOOOOOOW

K.

"BOOST."

Wo'iv sure to have j,S
you want, and we'll (hiivnpro-- i ; tiv.
j'lione u..

SPRING,

SOW OX DISPLAY

GOLD COIN
FLOUR.

GARBAGE

1906

CO.
HARDWARE
McINTOSHSUCCESSORS
TO

"KNOCK"

THE CELEBRATED

Special Deiriby

r

USE

d

SPRING

NAME MAT MfC Cd

8

GOLD COIN
FLOUR.

GOLD COIN

RAILROAD AVE.

1

j

MARCH 2, 1906.
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b

Rothen-berg-Schlos-

Geo. W. Hickox

FRIDAY.

STITDEMAKIjR

WAG OXS

what
Ihcni

THe FLORIST

SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 718.

CARPENTERS' TOOLS
IRON
CORRUGATED
BARBED WIRE
FENCE STAPLES

213 West Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

-

NEW MEXICO
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